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Fletcher
plans five
regional
offices
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
.FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Republican Ernie Fletcher on
Tuesday promised, if elected governor, to have five offices outside
central Kentucky for constituent
services.
Fletcher
said it literally
would
be
"taking government to the
people."— -"We're
taking
the
individuals
that are here
and handling
Fletcher
those -and we're putting (them)out in the
state so that they're members of the
communities," Fletcher, the 6th
District congressman, said in a
news conference at the Capitol. He
planned to repeat the announcement
in Paintsville.
Fletcher said five office directors-- woutd—be appointed, using
existing job slots, and the offices
would be in existing state government space.
Directors would have regular
office hours in all counties of their
regions — an idea borrowed from
his own congressional staff operation, Fletcher said.
His Democratic opponent, Ben
has promised to open an
office in western Kentucky and to
staff it himself at least one week per
quarter. Chandler said the office
would focus on economic development.
Fletcher seemed to have a wider
array of services in mind. He noted
that state transportation and socialservice agencies already have
offices around the state. He also
noted that the Cabinet, for
Economic Development has an
office in Madisonville.
Under Gov. Paul Patton, several
initiatives were established or
brought under the umbrella of the
governor's office — state,government technology, agricultural poli-
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BY CHRIS DUNCAN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE., Ky.
Gov. Steve Henry settled a federal
lawsuit Tuesday that accused him ot
defrauding Medicaid and Medicare
programs while he was teaching at
the University of Louisville
Medical

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

FITTING IN ... Richard Youngblood, one of the pulpit preachers at the University Church of Christ, will take part in the church's
50th anniversary activities this weekend.

University Church of Christ turns 50 this weekend
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Richard Youngblood has only
been serving as minister of
Murray's University Church of
Christ for about a year. His sense
of the church's history, though, fits
him squarely in the middle of a
story that began 50 years ago with
a church's desire to touch the world
by reaching across town.
Youngblood will have the honor
of being the current minister of the

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Murray says goodbye to two well
established businesses as a result of
the closings of Dutch Essenhaus and
Owen's Food Mart.
After 10 years of business, Dutch
Essenhaus closed its doors for good
Saturday evening, which surprised
many of its patrons. However,
owner Calvin Unruh said this decision had been made for some time.
"When we went into business,
we figured we'd stay in about ten
years," said Unruh.
Recently the restaurant underwent a complete redesign removing
its well-known cafeteria style to sit
down dining.
Unruh said when they changed
the design, they knew they would
soon be closing down, and it is easier to sell a sit down restaurant than
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University Church of Christ when
the church celebrates its 50th birthday this Sunday. He believes his
role, however, has much to do with
the past as the present.
"What I think of is how God has
always had His people to look back
at their history to know where they
are," Youngblood said. "It's on the
basis of that that we're able to
move forward as well."
Moving forward was exactly
what the Glendale Church of

Christ was thinking about when,in
1952, it purchased property at 106
N. 15th St. to locate a house of
worship closer to Murray State
University. At that time, the
Glendale church was located at the
corner of Poplar and South
Seventh streets, a location that
would later become home to the
George Weaks Community Center.
Using approximately 150 folding chairs and a converted house
that was already on the property,

the cafeteria style which he said was
John Williams of the Murray
outdated.
Chamber of Commerce said seeing
"The restaurant business here is these stores close is a tragedy.
kind of slow and we figured now
"There were 52 corner grocery
would be a good time to get out of stores in Murray at one time,"
it," said Unruh.
.
Williams said. "The smaller busiHe has ideas for the building for nesses are the bread and butter of
the future, including turning the the Chamber of Commerce."
building into a banquet hall, caterKenneth Owen has owned and
ing, or selling signature items operated the business for 46 years.
through the mail. However, nothing He intended to pass the store down
has been finalized.
to his two sons, however, both of his
"We are just kind of in limbo," sons are disabled, and there is no
said Unruh."We are not going to be one else to run it.
making any fast decisions."
Through the revolution that
Owen's Food Mart's closing is placed a supermarket chain in every
not as abrupt as Dutch Essenhaus. town, Owen's survived to provide
Owen's, which starting putting up the one-on-one service their regular
signs Monday thanking patrons for customers have come to love, and
their service, thinks it will be two to will truly miss.
three weeks before they close the
doors due to health problems in the
family.
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'
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the University Church of Chnst
held its first service at 106 N. 15th
St. Sept. 6, 1953, and continued to
hold services there until April 23,
1955. The house was then sold at
public auction by Douglas
Shoemaker to Dallas A. Holland,
who removed it from the property
in preparation for something even
better.
Although it is now used as

Henry has
agreed to pay
the federal government
$162,000
to
settle
the
charges contained- .-in- the
suit, filed in
NovembeT
•'20027Henry
-nTbe—settle—
ment
also
includes the recovery of money that
belongs to the Medicaid . and
Medicare programs ainftheiiii-POsilion of a significant financial sane;
tion," according to a statement from
the U.S. , Attorney's office in
Louisville. Federal-prosecutors said
they reached the deal with Henry
Tuesday morning.
"Through this settlement, we
hope to send a message that false
claims submitted to Medicaid and
Medicare wilt-not be tolerated."
said Assistant U.S. Attorney Bill
Campbell.
Henry said in Louisville Tuesday
that
"There was no finding of criminal misconduct on my part, but the
civil complaint has lingered and I
cannot sacrifice my family or my
health to this dispute over billing
records any longer,- said Henry, an
orthopedist who once had aspirations of running for governor of
Kentucky. He is married to former
Miss America Heather French
Henry.
Steve Henry was accused of
billing the health programs for surgeries that he did not supervise, or.
for which he was not "immediately
available," Campbell said.
The lawsuit cited 44 separate
tnisbillings from October 1996 to
February 2001 and sought at least

BRANDI WILLIAMS/Ledger & Times Photo

PACKING IT UP ... The Dutch Essenhaus restaurant, located on
Ky. 121 North. closed its doors for the last time this past weekend.
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•

The following are events that are of interest to ourreadersr
NOTICES
•The Murray City Council will meet in special session at Murray pity
Hall, 104 N. Fifth St., Friday at 11:30 a.m. to review bids for asbestos
removal from the Robert 0. Miller Annex.

by msu, the building
that cureently_sits at 106 N. 15th St.
replaced the former converted house
there in 1956. The church held services there until Sept. 6, 1987, when
,it moved to its current location at the
corner of U.S. 641 North and the
Ky.! 121 Bypass tin the north side of
Murray.
Through it all, according to Ernie
Marshall County Sheriff's Office
Bailey, a song director at the church
• On Aug. 29, at approximately 9:56 p.m. Sergeant Jamie French from '1963-93 who now serves as a
investigated an injury accident on US 641 near Hardin. According to sort of church historian, the idea
French's report. the driver, Robert C. Kalafat reported that he was behind the University Church of
districted by his dog when he ran off the road and struck a guardrail. Christ was to give university stuKalafat, 42, of Murray, was injured and transported by Marshall dents an easy way to attend church
on Sunday.
County EMS to Marshall County Hospital Sgt. French charged the
"In 1953, a lot of students didn't
driver with operating the vehicle under the influence
have cars," Bailey said. "They
would have had to walk all the way
— Information gathered from reports, logs and citations from downtown to church. This way, they
respective agencies didn't have to go downtown."
In the process of extending its
Difirrg space

Sheriff'slog

Ca/to way County
441 Roundup 0
tSaturday,Sept.6• 9:30-10:30 a.m.

A

MSU Expo Center
4H Membership is FREE! Youth 8-19 WeicOme
Free Refreshments!

Clubs and Activities to Explore
•Archery Club • Arts & Crafts • Bicycle Rodeo • Cooking
• Dog Agility • Clothing 8c Sewing • Communications• Geology
• Horse Rides • Livestock Judging.& Showing • State Fair Events
Fot-More- Information

Call.7534452
vharper@uky.edu
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Staff Report
The accident happened at
Murray Ledger & Times
A California man was arrested approximately 5:45 a.m.
and taken to the Calloway County - Murray Police Department Capt.
Jail Tuesday morning after being Eddie • Rollins said the road was
involved in a tractor-trailer accident never closed while crews worked to
eft U.8-. -641---in--the-south-part of remove the truck, which was carrying a load of boxed ramen noodles.
Murray.
Glenn Robert Owsley of Units from the Murray Fire
Murray-Calloway
Banning, Calif., was reportedly Department,
driving his semi truck northbound County Hospital EMS and Murray
near the Dwayne Taylor Chevrolet Electric System assisted MPD on
dealership when his truck left the the scene.
Owsley was arrested for driving
roadway and slamthed into the
-Taylor tot, -damaging several vehi- -under the influence-and disonirrl

From Front
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childhood development,
child abuse and domestic violence
services
and
a
Kentucky,
Appalachian Commission, among
others.
Fletcher saidpeople outside central Kentucky often feel neglected
or slighted.
"Many constituents don't have
the means or the transportation to
travel very far," he said."We're not
expecting somebody in Fulton
County to, drive to Frankfort, or
even call Frankfort, to get a face-t6face meeting. ... What we want to
be able to do is take Frankfort to the
people."

$400,000.
Campbell said in all 44
instances, Henry was not in the
building where the surgeries were
taking place.
He cited a case in Philadelphia
where a doctor submitted false
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Murray
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Continuing Education & Academic Outreach

Z3 :
Introduction to Computers: Computers for Senior Citizens
Warne & E-mail
Workshop
The Hands•On Way
3 Tuesdays
1
Thursday
3 Wednesdays
October 14-28
October 23
October 8-29
4:00 - 5:30 p.m.
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Introduction to
Introduction to Adobe Photoshop
Basics of Web Site
Microsoft
PowerPoint
Construction
3 Thursdays. Sept. 11-25
2
Tuesdays
3 Thursdays
3 Thursdays, Nov. 20-Dec. 11
Sept. 30 - Oct. 7
October 2 - 16
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
6:00 - 8:00 ..m.
6:00 - 8:00 ..m.
Introduction to
Introduction to
Introduction to
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft Access
3 Mondays. Sept. 8-22
3 Mondays
3 Tuesdays, Sept. 9-23
3 Thursdays, Oct. 30-Nov. 13
Nov. 17- Dec. 1
3 Tuesdays. Nov. 18-Dec. 3
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
6:00 • 8:00 .m.
Special Topics in
ACT Prep
Special Topics in
Microsoft Access
Workshop
Microsoft Word
3 Mondays
Half-Day Workshops
3 Mondays
Oct. 28 - Nov. 11
Oct. 27 - Nov. 1
TBA
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
6:00 - 8:00 ..m.
9:00 a.m. - Noon
Grant Proposal Writing Professional Presence for Professional Presence
for Managers
Admin. Assistants
Workshop
1 Thursday
3 Tuesdays
1 FrIclay - TBA
Nov. 4- 18
November 20
8.00 a.m.'5:00 p.m.
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
4:00 - 6:00..m.
Cake
Decorating
Discovering Your Family Heritage Introduction to Wines
For
Beginners
4 Wednesdays
2 Tues. & 1 Thurs.
3 Mondays
Oct. 22 - Nov. 12
Oct. 21, 23,28
October 6-20
1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
7:00 - 8:30 p.m.
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
0

Piano lessons for Busy People How to Play Piano by Ear
1 Saturday
1 Saturday
December 6
December 6
2:00 - 5:00 p.m
9:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

210116113659; 140016694654 Ext. 3659

Staff Report
S. Jones, 16, Murray, made a left
Murray Ledger & Times
hand turn onto 121 North from
A small accident at 121 North Waldrop Drive, causing a collision.
and Waldrop Drive caused passenAndrea Bledsoe, 14, and Artasia
gers to be treated for minor injuries Harris, 17, both of Murray, were
at
Murray-Calloway
County passengers in Jones' vehicle. They,
Hospital Saturday.
along with Elkins, were transported
At approximately 2:55 p.m. a to
Murray-Calloway
County
1998 Ford Escort driven by Rhonda - Hospital by ambulance and were
L. Elkins, 37, Hardin, was west- treated and released.
bound on 121 North when a 1999
The Murray Police Department
Dodge Neon driven by Mackenzie and Murray Fire Department
responded to the scene.
1.11
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Customers looking to bid
farewell to the market are receiving
a 20 percent- discount on
until the market closes.
- -We wanted to give everyone a
good present before,we leave," said
Owen.
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'They have already come in here
crying," said Owen."But I tell them
sometimes you do what you have
to."
Owen said his plan now is to
enjoy his retirement, skut he will
miss the people most of all.
"Everyday it is different," said
Owen. "When I was younger I
couldn't wait to get to work everyday."
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
4:30-5:00 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times(USPS 308-700)
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association. The Associated
Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times.

FACTORY OVER-RUNS, SECONDS, ONE-OF-A-KIND SAMPLES

Fri., Sept. 5 • 1-5 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 6 • 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
MVP GROUP BUILDING
112 Industrial Drive • Mayfield, KY 42066
(NEKT TO JOHN DEERE) • CASH & LOCAL CHECKS ONLY
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claims that had him doing four surgeries at the same time.
"linmediately available' means
the attention needs to be focused on
the surgery at hand," Campbell said.
"The vast majority,(Henry) was not
in town."
Henry said the charges resulted
from billing errors.

Three injured in
accident Saturday

i

Advanced Cake Decorating
3 Tuesdays
November 4 - 18
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

conduct, along with having no
insurance.
In addition, units from the
Kentucky
Motor
Vehicles
Enforcement agency, as well as
canine units from the Graves
County Sheriff's Department and
the Benton Pollee Department also
were called to the scene. Charges for
moving violations were levied and
the trailer was searched by eanine
units when one of the dogs indicated that illegal substances may have
been present.
othcr Charges are possible.
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Con gratulations
Earleene Woods

a 7,p.m. time of fellowship there,
will Also feature a rarity. in that.
every one of the University church's
pastors in its 50-year history, including Youngblood and fellow current
pulpit preacher Charley Bazzell, are
still alive and plan on being in attendance this weekend. In fact, Ernest
Clevenger Jr., the first minister in
the Fkurclechislory, wiasieak at 10
a.m. Sunday.
Dale said one of the most refreshing aspects of this hirthday, however, is the fact that two church bodies
from the same city will be meeting
in unity, committed to the same purpose they held dear 50 years ago.
"To me, it's been reassuring and
fulfilling to see (the University
church) make that progress," he
said. "Some of the nicest people in
Murray are pan of the University
Church of Christ. Some of my best
friends on Earth go there."

Crash results in arrest Tuesday

sex. religion

Educauonal programs or me Kentucky CoopetatNe Erlenslon SWOP!solve MI people ,egangless of race. polo, a
Oesab..ty or naVorai onti.n UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY KENTUCKY STATE UNIVERSITY.
U S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. AND KENTUCKY COUNTIES COOPERATING
Orsabilues accommodated .10 poor noirtIcatiori

711 Main St.

outreach
toward
MSU, the ful way," Bailey said. "It was an
- University Christian Student Center original idea ..by ..the Poplar Street
was established by the Glendale church Jo establish another Church
church in 1968. The center was and of Christ in town."
still is house located at 1403 Olive
Glendale's church congregation,
Boulevard that was originally as well as Dale himself, will be parowned by Mr. and Mrs. Henry M. ticipating in services along with the
Fulton. The house was purchased University church body and leaders.
from the Fulton% in 1967, and an Youngblood said the fact_thv the
annex was added in 2001.
bond between the churches hal's-not
John Dale, current minister at the faded over the years is an example
Glendale Church of Christ, served of how churches should get along all
as the student center's first director the time. •
when it first.opened in 1968, and he
"It was not a very uncommon
said the way of expansion came to
thing at that time for churches to be
/ the church not by force but by love planting other churches, even across
and patience.
town," he said. "I think it may be a
"ILhegan by a 'peaceful swarm' sign of the times that we don't see
rather than a divisive split,' Dale -:much of that anyMore. Everybody
said. "Some people saw the need to ' wants to be the biggest and the
have a Church of Christ near the best."
campus and just started looking for
This Sunday's activities, which
volunteers."
will begin at 9 a.m. at the University
"It was done in a planned, peace- Church of Christ and conclude with
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Kerry makes presidential candidacy official
MOUNT PLEASANT,S.C.(AP)
— Democrat John Kerry formally
launched his presidential candidacy
Tuesday by offering his Vietnam
-War-hero credentials •and' Senate •
tenure as an alternative to President
Bush's record. His campaign at a
political crossroads, he denied any
shakeup was coming.
"Every day of this campaign, I
will challenge George Bush for fundamentally taking our country in the
wrong direction," Kerry told the
crowd on a steamy morning:
"George Bush's vision does not live
up to the America I enlisted in the
Navy to defend."
, The stars-and-stripes announcement with the aircraft carrier USS
Yorktown as a backdrop and Kerry's
wartime comrades at his side came
amid talk of changes in the campaign. Kerry first said there were no
plans "at this time" for changes,
then gave a mixed review of his
staff.
He then issued a terse statement
after meeting with top aides.
"I have .confidence in my camhave assempaign," Kerry said.
bled a great team that is going to
beat George W. Bush, and any
rumors to the contrary are completely erroneous and there will be no
'changes."
Aides speaking on condition of
anonymity said Kerry delivered that
same message to top staffers in private. The distraction was the last
thing Kerry'-needed'on a -day "he'
hoped would be filled with the

major themes of his campaign. The Dean. The former Vermont governor
issue arose when he was questioned has grabbed a hefty 21-point lead
over Kerry in the latest New
about looming changes.
Kerry said he has no immediate Hampshire poll, a crucial state for
plans-tor im•overhaul: but gave his the two-New Beglenders.
Dean has built momentum wilt
staff mixed grades.
"I think they've done a spectacu- :his anti-war, anti-Washington
lar job on a Jot of things. I think themes and successfully tapped the
there were some things we could Internet for fund raising and sup
have done better," Kerry said-up-On porters.
Kerry opted to devote much of
arriving in Iowa, the second stop on
his speech to his military servici.
his announcement tour.
The four-term Massachusetts years as a Massachusetts senator
senator was once viewed as the and Bush's record on the economy.
Democratic front-runner in the the environment and national securi
crdwded field of nine,,but that per- ty.
He took a few subtle swipes at
ception evaporated in the heat of
party rival Howard Dean's summer Dean.
"Some in my party want to get
surge.
Kerry's political free-fall has, rid of all tax cuts, including those
prompted a fresh round of finger- for working families," he said.
pointing in his deeply divided cam- "That's wrong. We need to be on the
paign and has the candidate consid- side of America's middle class and
ering changes, according to several I've proposed a tax cut for them
campaign officials who spoke on because it's the, right way to
strengthen our economy."
condition of anonymity.
Dean favors a repeal of all of
Kerry said he has not considered
a shake-up, though he sounded as if Bush's tax cuts.
Kerry also alluded to Dean's
changes could be made.
. "You always hold the possibility opposition to broadening gun-conLAWF-1EN‘_ E JA—KSON A,
Open . if -something's not working trol laws, which has made his cam- IT'S OFFICIAL ... Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., walks on stage with his wife Teresa Heinz Kerry
you do something," Kerry said. "I paign more acceptable to groups before he officially declared his candidacy for the Democratic presidential nomination at
always-reserve the right to do what I such as the National Rifle
Patriot's Point Tuesday in Mount Pleasant, S.C.
need to do to run a good campaign." Association.
AideS say the weeks-old rift has
"Our party will never be the Scott McClellan declined to respond the senator and Democratic consultHoping to put the issue to rest,
choice of the NRA and I'm not look- to Kerry's criticism of Bush, saying, ant Bob Shrum with little input from grown amid Dean's surge. One senKerry then issued his denial.
The tone of Kerry's speech, in ing to be the candidate of the NRA," "I think, I'll leave the politics to the the rest of his staff. Shrum, who ior adviser, speaking on condition ot
fact, was the subject of fierce inter- Kerry Said. "Courage means stand- Democrats in their primary. The recently joined the campaign, has anonymity, said Kerry is considernal debate within the campaign over ing up for gun safety, not retreating president's continuing to focus on been at odds with other senior aides ing changing or clarifying the duties
who put the-early-pieees of Kerry's - of some of -top-aides,— aim - whether to-focus on his -MUM-and from the issue out of political fear." the people's business."
that might trigger some departures.
At the White House, spokesman
Kerry's speech y'as written by campaign together.
Bush's performance, or lambaste

Census shows 1.4 million more living in poverty in 2002
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's- rocky economy-sent--1-4-million more people into poverty
last year: a Census Bureau survey
found. Nearly half of the newly
impoverished were children.
Roughly 17.2 percent of children,
or 12.2 million, lived in poverty in
2002, up from 16.4 percent, or over
11.5 million, in 2001, according to
the American Community Survey
results released Wednesday.
Overall, 12.4 percent of the population, or nearly 34.8 million people, lived in poverty in 2002, up
from 12.1 percent, or 33.4 million,
lthe previous year.
Median household income rose
by $51, when accounting for inflation, to $43,057 after a similarly
slight drop the previous year, when
the nation was in recession from

March to November. Median crnment's failure to promote more
income _refers _to the _point at which child.tax credits _for low-income
half of households earn more and families and stronger unemployment insurance.
half earn less.
"People at the bottom tend to live
The increases in poverty in 2002
were "not out of the ordinary'-'for a paycheck to paycheck," Greenstein
recession, ..and less severe than said.
"This underscores that in trying
expected, said Sheldon Danzinger,
co-director of the National Poverty to stimulate the economy, we should
Center at—fhe University -of probably -1v-doing more to assist
low-income working families affectMichigan.
"Results of the surveys have been ed by the downturn."
The poverty threshold differs by
consistent with what, one would
expect during a down economic the size and makeup of a household.
period," said Chuck Nelson, who For instance, a person under 65 livhelps oversee income and poverty ing alone in 2002 was considered in
poverty if income was $9,359 or
statistics for the Census Bureau.
But Robert Greenstein, executive less; for a household of three includdirector of the liberal-leaning Center ing one child, it was $14,480. ,
Robert Rector of the conservative
for Budget and Policy Priorities,
blamed the increase in poverty on think tank, the Herkiage Foundation,
rising unemployment and the gov- ' said welfare reform helped keep

more single mothers in the labor annual estimates by averaging sur- on income and poverty come from a
forre than in previous i-i•nnornie_ vey mullsfor each oftheJ 2 months_ separate, more. comprehensi Ve sunvey that tracks economic statustyp
downturns, and therefore. out of in a year.
The official government statistics ically released in late September.
poverty.
"So now coming out-of the recession, in te-ons of child poverty,ifs a
very optimistic picture," Rector
said. "In terms of the population
overall, it looks like an ordinary
recession!'
.
The American Community
Survey is a questionnaire being tested by the Census Bureau as a possible yearly replacement for the 53"We Service Ali Brands'
question "long form" sent out at the
212 East Main St. • 753-1586
start of each decade.
The new survey covers 'about
62,000 households each month
nationwide. The' bureau arrives at
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TRUCKLOAD SALE!
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Do you know there are
over 5,000 CASH BALL
winners daily?

YOU BETTER

SIT DOWN

Jackie Mullins
$2,000 WINNER

Steven Riley
$200,000 WINNER

With
all these
WINNERS,
You Oughta
be Playing!

FOR T S ONE.

Rafael Truyenque
$2,000 WINNER

Eagle Gearlds
$200,000 WINNER

L100 TRACTORS START AT JUST $1499.
Earl Carroll
$2,000 WINNER
And you thought you couldn't afford a John Deere tractor. Now the versatile 100 Series lawn tractors start
at just $1499: No longer will you imagine effortlessly maneuvering around shrubbery, cutting precise
rows with the Edge' Cutting System, or knowing the legendary John Deere quality and reliability.
You'll be too busy planning projects So get goin'. Visit your nearest dealer today.
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571
murrayhotneandauto.com
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
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David Wagoner,
Hurricane Fun Deck Boat WINNER
"Cash Ball Floats Your Boor P•omotion
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish'
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Terror by
whatever name
is the same
The twin terror incidents in
Baghdad
and
Jerusalem [Aug.
19] may have
sprung from different sources,
but as House
Majority Leader
Tom
DeLay
noted,
"They
are
Cal's
common
a
Thoughts enemy."
By Cal Thomas
DeLay also
Syndicated
broke - Through
Columnist
the fog about the
Israeli Palestinian
"peace • process" when he added,
"The organizations behind the
attacks will not be tolerated or bargained with. They, must be dismantled and destroyed."
The dismantling of the "terrorist
infrastructure," the ending of incitement and the election of new leaders
-not compromised by terror," as
well as the unequivocal embracing
of democracy and free market
economies were all conditions laid
down by President George Bush on
June 24, 2002, if the Palestinian side
wanted American support for the
creation of its own state.
Not one of those conditions has
been fulfilled, but the United States
continues to pressure Tsrael to give
more, thus encouraging terrorists to
kill more. Why compromise when
your murderous policies are working?
Former
National
Security
Advisor Brent Scowcroft repeats the
miscalculation of those who support
the "road map" when he writes in
the Aug. 20 Washington Post that
the Israelis and Palestinians must
take steps "in parallel, rather than
sequentially, in order to increase the
prospects for building and sustaining momentum." Otherwise, he
says. there will ..be "renewed violence."
Whatever is he talking about?
Violence as an instrument of policy
by the Palestinian side has not
stopped.
It has ebbed and flowed as a
strategy for extracting the maximum
possible concessions from the Israeli
and American sides before the coming all-out war to eliminate Israel.
Any "cessations- are pauses that the
terrorists use to rearm.
Despite all of the gestures and
hand-wringing by well-meaning
Westerners, eradication of Israel has
been the objective of the
Palestinians and the Arab states
since modern Israel's creation in

1948.
Nothing that Israel's enemies
have said and done in the last 55
years has shown they've changed
their minds. In fact, a strong case
can be made that all of the pressure
on Israel for "goodwill gestures,
confidence-building measures" and
other wishful thinking has contributed to terrorism, not diminished
it.
Over the last decade, 1,300
Israelis have been murdered by
Palestinian terrorists, according to
official Israeli.count
That is proportional to 60,000
dead Americans.. When 3,000
Americans were murdered on 9/11,
the United States declared its intention to conduct a "war on terror" and
dismantle terrorism's infrastructure
in Afghanistan, Iraq and anywhere
else that threatens American lives
and interests. If that is a proper
objective for the United States —
and it is — why isn't it proper for
Israel, whose very eliSTerlee-- is
threatened?
It does no`good to pressure Israel
to "do *lore" while allowing the
Palestinian side to get away with
doing less. Statements condemning
Tuesday's bus bombing in Jerusalem
by the Palestinian "prime minister,"
Abu Mazen [a.k.a. Mahmoud
Abbas], are insufficient, especially
when it has been Mazen who has
shown his unwillingness to eradicate
terrorism. Rather, he has incorporated terrorism as a means of reaching
his political objectives. Mazen has
been the chief architect since 1993
of the "series of understandings"
reached
between
the
PLO/Palestinian Authority (and
Hamas, allowing for the establishment of the largest terrorist base in
the world inside PA-controlled
areas.
If the United States cares about
reducing terrorism, it will live up to
the conditions set down by President
Bush last year, especially those concerning the dismantling of terrorism's
infrastructure.
If
the
Palestinians won't do it — and they
won't because terror is their policy
— then the American yoke should
be removed from Israel's neck. The
Israelis know the location of the terror camps. They should be allowed
to take them out.
Anyone who believes that what
Israel does or doesn't do has any
effect on what the Palestinian side
does or doesn't do is self-deluded.
American policy is to get the terrorists before they get us. That policy
ought to be the parallel track for
Israel.

Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-43743(Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
Room 3291. Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181
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The move to get a top teacher in every major class
By BEN FELLER
AP Education Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
more than 25 years giving science
tests to her middle-school students,
Rebecca Pringle may have to pass
one herself to prove she's qualified
to teach the subject.
Pringle has bachelor's and master's degrees in education, but that's
not enough under federal education
law. Because she doesn't have a science degree, she'll have to take a
test showing her mastery of the topic
or pass a state evaluation that could
include a test.
"I'm still in a state of anger and
resistance," said Pringle, an eighthgrade teacher at Susquehanna
Township Middle School in
Harrisburg, Pa. "It's not fair to
change the rules in the middle of the
game. ... I have prided myself in
staying current and being active in
the field. For all that to be reduced to
a multiple-choice test is an insult."
Around the country, public
school teachers are going through a
quality check. By the end of the
2005-06 school year, federal education law says, every teacher of core
subjects from English to the arts
must be highly qualified.
The premise of the law is widely
embraced: Quality teaching leads to
higher student achievement, and
poor and minority students, in particular, deserve a greater supply of
teachers who are well versed in their
subjects.
Of 3 million teachers,- it is not
clear how many meet the mark. By
Monday, states must report their
share of highly qualified teachers
and how quickly the number will
rise over three years.
• "Highly qualified" means teachers who have a bachelor's degree, a
state license or certification and
clear'knowledge of the topic they
teach.
It's he way the law is playing out
that has many teachers unsettled.
Beverly Ingle, a sixth-grade
teacher at Laredo Middle School in
Aurora, Colo., is starting her 25th
year teaching. She may not be highly qualified because of the way the
law handles different grades.
Middle school teachers must
have a college major in each subject
they teach — in her case, social
studies and reading — or pass a rigorous test in those subjects. If Ingle
taught sixth grade at an elementary
school, she would only have to show
mastery over a basic elementary curriculum.
It's not yet clear if she'll satisfy
the .third option. her state's evaluation.
"It's really unfair, but what am I
going to do about it?" Ingle said.
"I'll suck it up, like we always do as
teachers, and l'IL take more classes.States are figuring out how teachers can show Mastery of their sub-

Teacher-quality requirements of
the No Child Left Behind law:
• Every public school teacher of a core academic subject must be highly qualified by the end of the 2005-06
school year.
• Teachers of core subjects must be highly qualified
now if they were hired since the 2002-03 year began and
work in jobs supported by Title I, a federal aid program for
poor students.
• Core subjects are English, reading/language arts,
math, science, foreign languages, civics and government,
economics, arts, history and geography.
• Highly qualified means that teachers must be certified
or licensed to teach in their state, must hold at least a
bachelor's degree and must show mastery of subjects
they teach. Criteria for demonstrating mastery of subjects
vary by grade and experience level of teachers.
• New elementary school teachess must pass a rigorous State test to show teaching skills and knowledge in
reading, writing, math and other areas of basic elementary level curriculum.
• New middle or high school teachers must pass a rigorous test in all academic subjects they teach — or they
must hold an academic major, the coursework equivalent
of a major, a graduate degree or advanced certification or
credentials in all subjects they teach.
• Teachers who are not new to the profession have the
same options that new teachers do to prove they are
competent in what they teach. Fiut they can also be
deemed highly qualified if they meet a standard set by
their state.
• No teachers who have temporary, provisional or emergency state certification or licensing will be considered
highly qualified.
•Teachers in an alternative certification program will be
considered highly qualified while they complete the program, provided it meets conditions, such as ongoing guidance for teachers.
• States must publish a yearly report card, including the
percentage of classes not taught by highly qualified
teachers. School districts that receive Title I money must
do the same.
•Any school that receives Title I money must notify parents if their child has been taught for four or more consecutive weeks by a teacher who is not highly qualified.
• Any school district that receives Title I money must
ensure that low-income and minority students are not
taught by unqualified teachers at higher rates than other
students.
• States must produce a plan by Sept. 1 that sets annual, measurable goals for increasing their number of highly qualified teachers.
jects without taking tests that some
consider demeaning. Among the
proposals: strong job evaluations,
service on curriculum committees,
published articles and leadership.
Under the law, states may consider
how long a teacher has taught a Subject but, significantly, may not base
their standard on that.
The law isn't meant to punish,
said Eugene Hickok,the undersecreuty_Qactucasjoit
The Education Departrnelit
working with states to address cornmon concerns, such as: How can
someone who teaches several subjectS to disabled students reasonably
demonstrate mastery of all those

topics .' What about a rural teacher
who handles several grades?
At the same time, Hickok said,
the law intends to make sure that
longtime teachers are in class
because of skills and knowledge, not
because of seniority. "It's not unusual. sadly, to have 12- or 15-year
career professionals in place who
really aren't the kind of professionals we need," he said.
Meanwhile, the law encourages
new routes-ro-the dassroont The
American Board for Certification of
Teacher Excellence requires teachers to pass tests in subjects and
instruction ability but demands no
classroom experience or traditional

education coursework. Mentoring
comes on the job.
"The marketplace for teachers is
so much broader than we allow
today," said Lisa Graham Keegan, a
leader of the organization. "We just
have to go get them."
The
National
Education
Association, the country's largest
teachers union, says the law should
be changed to close loopholes for
teachers in charter schools and those
earning an alternative certification.
The NEA also says states deserve
more flexibility, such as with special-education teachers who handle
multiple subjects.
In some cases, teachers face no
extra steps. Jamie Sawatzky, a
fourth-year history teacher at Rocky
Run Middle School in Chantilly,
Va., qualifies with a degree in his
subject. But he worries the law will
prevent school administrators from
hiring people who have intangible
qualities to be brilliant teachers.
In New Orleans, new superintendent Anthony Amato must turn
around a school system that, as he
puts it, is most noted for failing test
scores and leadership troubles. The
teacher quality assignment is another huge task, as 40 percent of his
teachers are not certified to teach
their subjects or not certified at 'all,
he said.
He has added literacy and math
training for teachers and worked
with local universities to coordinate
teacher certification programs,
among other steps.
"I feel the sense of urgency from
the federal government, and I don't
mind at all. That's how I work anyway," Amato said. "If we can make
it work here, it can be a real message
to urban systems nationwide: Don't
back down."
The law may prompt some veterans to retire early and may discourage people from becoming teachers,
said Charlene Christopher, a specialeducation specialist at Norfolk
Public Schools in Virginia. But
some won't be fazed,she said — the
ones "who will be there until they
roll us out."
And if states fall short of the
teacher mandate? Greater pressure
from parents could be in store, as
states, districts and schools must
publicize information about how
many teachers miss the mark.
Ultimately, the hammer may be
money. Federal officials may withhold aid that many schools rely
upon, as Hickok acknowledged,
although he said states are showing
good faith.
"If a serious effort is being made
to accomplish the purposes of No
-and Left Behind, even if you fall
short, that's different than a statement tliat says, 'We really don't
care," Hickok said.
"Our goal is to find ways to
-accomplish this as a nation."
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Deaths
Imes-Miller
Funeral Home
& Crematory

Weldon D. Thomas

Mrs. Lockie Foster

0,..11111t.4k,
CHURCHILL-!ME
704

Mrs. Lockie Foster will be today (Wednesday)
1A,L
liL
D: Thomas is today (Wednesday ) at II a.m. in
- at'2 pm. at Storey's hapel CemeterY.Ilie Re...retidriek Lewitt will 'thettrapel of.McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Tentr-Brof-John Dale ofofficiate.
Murray is officiating. Burial will follow in the Mt. Zion Cemetery.
AL_ FUNERAL HOME if
Visitation will be at ImeS-Miller Funeral Home of Murray after 'noon
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
today (Wednesday).
Mr. Thomas, 76, Maple Street, Murray,died Saturday, Aug. NO, 2003,
753-7000
753-8888
Mrs. Foster, 90. Sycamore Street. Murray, died Sunday. Aug. 31, 2003, in Mayfield.
at 8:10 a.m. at Warren, Mich.
Mrs. Jean Galloway Story
•
A retired teacher of Kentucky, he had worked for a number of years for
Mrs. Jean Galloway Story, 78, Story Avenue, Murray, died today,
Her husband,Charlie Foster, one stepdaughter, Fren Petrella, and three the Disabled American Veterans in Kentucky and served as past comWednesday. Sept. 3.2003,at 5:15 a.m. at West View Nursing Home. Murray
brothers, J.D. Rogers. R.B. Rogers and Noble Rogers, all preceded her in mander. He was a member of Union Grove Church of_Cluist and was
She was a member of Memorial Baptist Church of Murray and of the death. Born Dec. 28, 1912, she was the daughter of the late Gaylon part-time preacher.
Sanctuary Sunday School Class at the church.
Rogers and Euna Bridges Rogers.
A graduate of Puryear High School, he attended Freed-Hardeman
Born Nov. 18, 1924, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
Survivors include one son, Henry Foster, Arizona, two nephews, University, Henderson, Tenn., and Florida Christian, Tampa. Fla He
Abner Galloway and Zelda Rachel Harding Galloway. Also preceding her in Jimmy Rogers, Murray, and Don Rogers, Nashville, Tenn.: two cousins, received his bachelor's degree from
Murray State University. A Navy vet- ------death were three sisters, Euna York, Iva Brandon and Martga Francis White, Jarret Hill, Clinton, Mich., and Gerald Hill, Colorado.
eran, he served.from 1944 to 1947 during World War 11.
and three brothers., Harding Galloway, Bryan Galloway and Paul Galloway.
Born Sept. 13, 1926, in Springville, Tenn., he was the son of the late
Survivors include her husband, Randolph L. Story, to whom she was mar- Mrs. Rhonda Kay Adams
Charles Anthony Thomas and Lavonia Weldon Thomas.
ried April 16, 1944; three daughters, Mrs. Nancy L. White, Virginia Beactr,
Graveside services for Mrs. Rhonda Kay Adams were Tuesday at 2
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Rose Thomas West and - husband.
Va., Mrs. Linda Hastings, Grand Rivers, and Mrs. Sue Ann Hancock, White p.m. at Unity Cemetery. Bro. James Stovall officiated.
Bill,
two nieces, Robin Morland and,Vicki West, and one great-nephea.
Plains; two brothers, John Darius Galloway, Murray,and Bill Max Galloway,
Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield was in charge of arrangements.
David
James Morland V. all of Winter Garden, Fla.
Little Rock, Ark.; five grandchildren, Shalin Renee Domke,James Randolph
Mrs. Adams, 44, Kirksey, died Sunday, Aug. 31, 2003. at 9:40 p.m. at
Lassiter, Tyrone Earl Hancock Jr., Amanda Sue Higgins and Tara Elizabeth
her home.
Mrs. Myra Jo Wilson Valentine
Hancock; three great-grandchildren.
Survivors include her husband, Bobby Adams. to whom she had been
Graveside services for Mrs. Myra Jo Wilson Valentine were Saturday
Graveside services will be at Murray Memorial Gardens Friday at 11 a.m.
married for 24 years; one daughter, Mrs. Rochelle Dillon, Lynnville; at 5. p.m. at Hillcrest Memorial Park, Paris, Tenn. Bro. Bill Warman and
Dr:Jim Simmons will officiate. Entombment will follow in the mausoleum
father, Bobby Higgins, Murray; mother and stepfather. Ohm and Wayne Bro. Dusty Stout officiated.
at the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Pallbearers were Tony Van Dyke, Robert Newcomb, Mark Copeland.
Visktation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 7 p.m. Hawkins, Mayfield; two grandchildren.
Andy McBee, Thomas Branton and Ron Cummings. McEvoy Funeral
Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Memorial Baptist Church; 06 Billy Robbins Cavitt
-Home-of Paris,-Tenn„ was in charge-of arrangements..
.
_The funeral for Billy Robbins Cavitt was Monday at'2 p.m. in the
Main-St., Murray, KY 42071, or Alzheimers Association, 3703 Taylorsville
Mrs. Valentine, 66, Paul Drive, Paris, Tenn., died Friday morning.
chapel-of Byrn Funeral Hoine;Mayfield.
Rd., Suite 102, Louisville, KY 40220-1330..
Aug. 29, 2003, at Murray-Calloway CountylioSpitar, MittrayT-Ky. - Pallbearers were Ed Cavitt, Bob Cavitt, Gordon Cavitt, Andy Bennett,
Born Jan. 24, 1937, in Murray, she was the daughter of Verdaine Cope
Johnny Miller and Brad Miller, active; Jimmy Scoggins, Rodney Wilson and the late Lester Wilson Sr. She was a member of Faircieu
Mrs. Lottie Olene Windsor Hall
I
Mrs. Lottie Olene Windsor Hall,82,Circarama Drive, Murray,died today, Newsome, Robert Blithe, Rayburn Brittain, Perry Cavitt. Terry Cavitt and Baptist Church.
I
Auzy Drew, honorary. Burial was in the Farmington Cemetery.
Wednesday, Sept. 3, 2003, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Verdaine Cope Wilson, Paris.
Mr. Cavitt, 71, Farmington, died Saturday, Aug. 30, 2003, at 9:25 a.m. Tenn.; one daughter, Mrs. Marsha
A retired sewing machine operator with Ford Motor Company, she was a
Valentine Banasiewicz and husband,
member of AFL-CIO #400, Detroit, Mich., and Bell City Baptist Church, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Ken, Helena, Ala.; caregiver, Kathryn Miller, Paris, Tenn.; three grandA retired employee of-Lindell brop Foige. Lansing, tvtietr----he---was--a-----d---Bell City, Ky.
aug-hters, Mary—raffileen (- Katie)—,- Anna Olivia and Sarah 191-argart1T- She was married March 12, 1938, to Rudy Hall, who died March 11, member of Farmington Church, of Christ and Mayfield-Graves County Banasiewicz; one brother, Lester Wilson Jr. and wife, Rosa Lee. Paris.
1989. Also preceding her in death were two sisters, Anna Florell Owens and Coon Hunters Club. He was also an Army,veteran.
Tenn.
Johnnie Orel! Galloway; six brothers, Henry Laverne Windsor, Clarence
One brother, James Cavitt, preceded him in death. He was the son of
Hassell Windsor, Brooks Radford Windsor,Ira Sylvester Windsor, Cecil Jack the late Othis Cavitt and Maeflower Robbins Cavitt.
Michael L. Sterling
Survivors include five sisters, Mrs. Frances Bennett and Mrs. Sally
Windsor and Tilmon Windsor.
The funeral for Michael L. Sterling, brother of Mrs. Kym Hopkins of
.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Rebecca Ann Crider and husband, Wright, both of Mayfield, Mrs. Barbara Jones and Mrs. Joyce Wilferd, Murray, KY., was Monday at 11 a.m. at St. Joseph Catholic Church,
_
- - Frankie; Murray-,--two-sons,- Rudy-Gerald-Mall.and-wifer Nancy_A nnandale, -both-of Farmington,.and.Mrs—rean.-Mi
--Jasper, Ind,_where he was a member..Burial was in_th_e Mary_ Help of 4 • Va., and Nelson Eddie Hall and fiancee, Wanda Brown. Murray; eight grandChristians Church, Mariali Hill, Ind,
C children and seven great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Reva G. Knott Lynn
Becher-Kluesner Funeral Home, Inc., Jasper, Ind., was in charge of
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
The funeral for Mrs. Reva G. Knott Lynn is today (Wednesday) at II arrangements.
---7,-----a.m.'in -the chapel of Milner & OW-FiTheratlIcaneT-Paducalr. The---Rev:
Expressions ofSYmpathy may be made to SLIosephltatiene-alth--and--James Wilford Dunn
Paul Hatclier is officiating. Burial will follow in the Woodlawn Memorial Hospice or to the American Cancer Society.
James Wilford Dunn, 89, Clearwater, Fla., brother of Harold L. Dunn of Gardens.
Mr. Sterling, 46, Jasper, Ind., died Friday, Aug. 29, 2003, at 8 p.m. at
Murray, Ky., died Tuesday. Sept. 2,2003,at 4:30p.m. at a hospital there.
Mrs. Lynn, 89, Paducah, died Sunday, Aug. 31. 2003, at 10:02 a.m. at
_ His
home. His death was due to cancer.
.his
death was from complications due to congestive heart failure.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A
graduate of Union County High School, Morganfield, Ky., he was
An Army veteran of World War II, he had retired from Traffic Authority,
She had .worked at Magnavox and most recently at Leigh's Barbecue. employed at Toyota Motor Manufacturing Plant, Princeton, Ind.
*
years.
for
about
25
in
Clearwater
Birmingham, Mich. He has been living
She was a member of Broadway Baptist Church and a life member of
Born June 21, 1957, in Plymouth, Mich., he was the son of Kenneth
1914- CallowayCounty. Ky. he was the son of the
GraharnvilleChap*er-No._494 of Order of'theEastern Star.
Sterling and thc lute BarbaraAndersonSts.
John Mallet Dunn and Lula Usrey Dunn. Also preceding him in death were
Her husband. Oscar T. Lynn, two granddaughters, one sister and four
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Twitan Pund Sterling, to whom he
one
brother,
Ralph
two sisters, Verda Nell Culpepper and Vivian Starks, and
brothers all preceded her in death. Born in Stewart County, Tenn., she
was married Nov. 11, 1989, in Dale,-Ind.; one daughter, Breanna Sterling,
Dunn.
was the daughter of the late Proctor Lee Knott and Murrie Elizabeth
Jasper; three sons, Einar Sterling, Camp Lejeune, N.C., and Calab
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Janette Doris Whitley Dunn; one daughStimpson Knott.
Sterling and Jacob Sterling, Jasper; his father, Kenneth Sterling,
ter, Mrs. Barbara Jean Cote, Birmingham, Mich.; two sons, Wilford Edward
Survivors include five sons, Rex G. Lynn, Billy Lynn and Robert Dale
Morganfield, Ky.; two sisters, Mrs. Kym Hopkins, Murray, Ky., and Mrs.
Dunn, Winston Salem, N.C., and Howard Dunn, Pittsburgh, Pa.; two sisters,
all of Paducah, Thomas L. Lynn, Eldorado, Ill., and David Lynn,
Lynn,
Mrs. Evelyn Neale, Clearwater, Fla., and Mrs. Kathryn Ruth Lassiter,
Michelle Buschkoetter, Owensboro.
Elizabeth Elkins, Dover, Tenn.; four
Hopkinsville; two brothers, Milburn Dunn and wife, Dorothy, Atlanta, Ga., Nashville, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
or Paducah, Elbert
and Harold L. Dunn, Murray; several grandchildren and great-grandchildren. brothers, Roy Douglas Knott and P.L. Knott, both
grandchildren; 22
Hardin;
12
Willard
Knott,
Dover,
Tenn„.aird
Knott,
Funeral and burial services will be held in Clearwater. Fla.
Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
g=t---grandchildren; one great-great-granddaughter.
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Anti-abortion extremist says he expects 'a great
reward in heaven' for killing abortion doctor
STARKE, Fla.(AP)— Paul Hill,
a former minister who gunned down
an abortion doctor, said he feels no
remorse and suggested the state will
be making him a martyr when he
becomes the first person executed in
the United States for anti-abortion
violence.
Barring an unlikely last-minute
stay, the 49-year-old former
Presbyterian minister will be put to
death by lethal injection Wednesday

evening for the 1994 murders in
Pensacola of Dr. John Britton and his
escort, retired Air Force Lt. Col.
James Herman Barrett.
Barrett's wife, June, was wounded in the shootings outside the
Ladies Center in Pensacola. Hill has
not appealed.
"The sooner I am executed ... the
sooner I am going to heaven," Hill
said in a jailhouse interview. -I
expect a great reward in heaven I

am looking forward to glory. I don't
feel remorse."
"More people should act as I have
acted," Hill added.
Abortion-rights groups worry that
Hill's execution will trigger reprisals

by those who share his steadfast
belief that violence to stop abortion
is justified. Several Florida officials
connected to the case received
threatening letters last week, accompanied by rifle bullets.

If You Need Health Insurance...
and read this!

The Murray Insurance Agency
b'SA
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We Offer

5%.

Heating & Air

eem

•Servicing All Brands of
Air-Conditioning Equipment
•Installotion

•
REM.irs RHEEM!

759-1457
293-2696

-

two Baptist Church
Presents

Carolina Boys Quartet
In Concert

71,

provides Health Insurance for:
• Individuals
Also:
• Groups
• Life Insurance
•Self-Employed
•Long Term Care Insurance
• Farmers
• Disability Income Insurance
• Dependents
• Medicare Supplements
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY

Call Robert Riltington

153-4751

A love offering will be taken
Tim Cole - Pastor

Kevin Crawford - Music Director

301 Gilbert Street •(270) 492-8664

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.....9539.06 + 15.79
Air Products
48.22+ 0.07
Anthem
74.59 + 0.47
AOL Time Warner .......-...16.68 + 0.16
AT&T
22.36 - 0.03
BB&T .....
- 0.07
Bell South
.25.46 + 0.17
Briggs & Stratton ..............59.65 - 0.04
Bristol Myers Squibb ........25.62 - 0.34
Caterpillar
71.75 - 0.71
Chevron Texaco Co
-74.12 + 0.41
Daimler Chrysler
40.07 + 0.75
Dean Foods
29.53 + 0.29
Exxon-Mobil
37.99 + 0.02
Ford Motor
12.20-0.11
General Electric
-31.13+ 0.69
General Motors
42.80+ 0.32
GlaxoSmidilaine ADR .39.41 + 0.01
Goodrich
26.40+ 0.30

_prices as af a.m.
Goodyear......
+ 0.37
HopFed Bank* _..........16.29 B 16.43 A
IBM
.86.85 + 1.09
Intel
28.60 -0.14
Kroger
19.42+ 0.08
Mattel.
- .19.96 + 0.06
McDonalds
22.52+ 0.02
Merck _
Microsoft ......---.--_--.27.61 ,+ 0.35
J.C. Penney -....—..—___.22.14 + 0.16
Pepsico, Inc. .
44.95 + 0.01
Pfizer, Inc
.30.47 + 0.01
Schering-Plough
- 0.09
Sears
-----46.35+ 0.65
Union Planters...------32.14 -0.04
US Bancorp ...--__..-24.08-0.04
UST
.33.89 + 0.24
Wal-Mart
.59.82 - 0.10

Court Square, Murray, KY 42071 The Boston-Ewing Investment Group
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
Hours: 7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. M-F
14,1hard Lyons 5 a.rnarket maker in this stock
1.1 B. HILLIARD, WI. LYONS, INC.

At4HILUARD LYONS

unc—price unchanged
Additional information available Ofl request

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE AND SIPC

WHATiS COOKIN?
TANK & GAS SALE!
•$1 Tank installation
• No Tank Rent for 2 Years
•Cheap First Fill Gas Price
• Then 1000 gallons almost as Cheap
• First 30 feet of copper line for $1
• New American Made Tank
• Premium H1D75Propane Gas
• Buy a Tank and Save More
,

•
vi'

Thursday, Sept. 4 at 7 p.m.

STOCK MARKET REPORT ,

\

base cabinet
with any order
AU
of 10 or more
Medallion Designer
or Designer Gold --II /
cabinets placed
between Sept. 1 -1
and Sept. 22, 2003.
Stop in
and see Missy
for your free
Kitchen Design
and Estimate.

Financing
available
with 90 Days
Same As
Cash

u•tomers Only

Calloway County Propane Gas, Inc.
3040 Hwy 94 East
Murray, Kentucky
753-8011 or 753-7485

500 South 4th, Murray* (270)753-6450
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Charlie York publishes new book of poetry
Another book of poetry has been
published by Charlie York, director
of the Writer's Potpourri held each
second Saturday of the month at
9:30 a.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library
Marching Numbers is the name
of York's most recent book. The
cover reads: "Marching Numbers
By The Numbers March Hut Two
Three Four."
York. 80, has dedicated the book
to his three grandchildren, Jacob
York, Carly Ladd and Molly Ladd.
York was assisted by Jeremy
Thompson with the illustrations for
three of his books. Thompson,a jun-

ior at Marshall
County
High
School, recently
won state and
national awards
for his artistic
achievements in
the 14-19 age
group 4-H members.
The author
York
has previously
self published 10 books which are
"Windows of My Heart," "The Pink
Dragon," "Nursery Rhyme Jacks,"
"The Magic Carpet," "What's for
Dinner," "Dog's Witches and

Dragons," "Senior Antics and,
Humor," "A to Z with Cats,"
"Drawings and Rhymes" and
"School Day Capers.- York said, "Eight of the books
are for children which I have used
for the last 13 years reading to children and telling them stories in
schools, Kenlake State Resort Park
Hotel and once to a high school
group to be shown on their closed
channel television. My work with
kids has been my greatest accomplishment in my writing career."
The author lives in Benton with
his wife, Della. They have one son,
Timothy York; one daughter, Cheryl

York Ladd, and his three grandchildren.
York served as president of the
Kentucky State Poets Society for the
year 2000.
His poems have been published
each month with the Writer's
Potpourri column in the Murray
Ledger & Times. He took over the
duties as director of the monthly
Writer's Potpourri after Gladys
Jarrett relinquished her duties
because of ill health.
Persons may purchase his book
for $6 with $I extra by mail by writing Charlie York, 6296 U.S. Hwy.
68 East, Benton, KY 42025.

Binding the nation together is what the post office does
It's hard to believe that the vast
mail network of the Postal Service,
which delivers nearly half of the
world's
mail,
operates
the
largest non-military transportation fleet in the
world, and last
year delivered
billion
200
pieces of mail,
all began in a
tavern.
Greetings
In early'colofrom Dexter nial times, correBy Peggy
spondents relied
Smith
on friends and
Dexter
merchants
to
Postmaster' carry messages
between
the

FUN & FASHION

colonies. Then in 1639, the first official notice of a postal service in the
colonies appeared. The General
Court of Massachusetts designated
Richard Fairbanks' tavern in Boston
as the official repository of mail in
line with the practice in England and
other countries where coffee houses
and taverns were used as mail drops.
Post Offices and post routes
began springing up throughout the
colonies. In 1673, Governor Francis
Lovelac,e of New York set up a
monthly post between New York
and Boston; and William Penn
established Pennsylvania's first post
office in 1683.
When the colonies began to separate from England, one of the first
questions before the delegates to the
first Continental Congress in 1775
was how to deliver the mail.
Benjamin Franklin was appointed

li,reci Rev tudre, Rouriqiie In ((atm% (1.‘(-omen

401C.Ntlit1
305 South 12th
Murray;KY • 753-7441

steamboat, railroad, automobile, and
airplane, with forays into the use of
balloons, helicopters, pneumatic
tubes, and once even a guided missile, it was mail contracts that
ensured the income necessary to
build the great highways, rail lines
and airways that eventually spanned
the continent.
The new Postal Service is modern and efficient, using the latest
automated equipment to move
increasing volumes of mail and to
meet the needs of mailers, both large
and smaH, throughout America. The tavern Post Office is gone,
replaced by a sophisticated network
of 40,000 Post Offices throughout
the nation. Today, people all over
America drop letters in their mailboxes, confident that they will be
delivered to their destination anywhere in the world.

DivorceCare seminar to start here Sept. 11
A DivorceCare seminar will be
held at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church, 84 Cherry
Corner Rd.. Murray, starting
Thursday, Sept. II, and continuing
each Thursday except Thanksgiving
through Dec. 11.
Nancy Rice. Kay Kingins, Vita
- Dalton and the-Rev. Michael Blake
will be the support group leaders for

One of Hollywood's bnghtest stars, Halle
Berry has set a trend for one of this season's
hottest styles.
Haile and Drew Barrymore are seen with tote
bags in leather or suede with their first initial
stitched on in a contrasting color. These bags
come in a variety of sizes and colors to mix and
match. Halle's bag is black with a large white
h. Black contrasted with red, turquoise, brown,
and fall's hot color, pink, are the colors of
choice. Tote bags to makeup bags are shown
with initials on them. Suede with suede letters
are also a popular choice.
Your initial on a chain that can be attached to
the bag or your belt loop adds to the trend. The
sterling silver initial charm can also be put on a
suede or leather cord and worn as a necklace.
Initialed handbags, belt loop jewelry, sterling
silver initials in pins and charms are making
the fashion scene in a big way.
Some of you might be familiar with the
famous sterling silver jewelry designer Simon
Seebbag. His designs are often featured in
Neiman Marcus catalogs.
His pieces are very deceiving, looking heavy
and massive, however they are extremely lightweight. Sterling over the was mold makes
these pieces easy to wear. Large pieces of sterling are very in this season from the initials to
circles and large earrings and bracelets.
We are happy to announce we will be carrying
this new line of jewelry and the initial handbags.
We are currently taking orders for initial bags
and initial charms. Our collection should be
here in the next few weeks. To be guaranteed
your initial and to choose your color in the bags
orders need to be placed soon. These items will
make the perfect Christmas gift.
These personalized items are such a hit. They
shout it's "all about me.Women seem to want to feel pampered and
special. Personalizing jewelry, scarves and
handbags are just some of the ways to do this.
Please come by to see these fabulous items
and place your order.
Fringe. patchwork and crochet, along with
ruffles set the trend for Bohemian Chic.
Tweeds and leathers are making the menswear
scene. Bell sleeves that come down over the
hands are a fashion must have this season.
With so many new trends and styles you'll
ant to be sure toTet your "must haves- early.
DK Kelley is pleased to announce we have
some new sales associates joining our staff.
they are Kaye Warner. Donna Tate and "little"
Kate Reeves They would like to invite all their
friends to stop by and see all of the fall fashions
we have to offer.
Join us for lunch this Friday from 11-2 p.m.
Congratulations to Wanda Moreland who won
the jewelry a( our lunch last Friday.
,
Quote of the Week- "One man in his time
plays many parts.- William Shakespeare
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion

chairman of a Committee of
Investigation to establish a postal
system. His report to the Congress
provided for the establishment of a
postal system and the appointment
of a postmaster general for the 13
colonies. On July 26, 1775, the
Continental Congress established
the organization that would become
the Postal Service and appointed
Franklin as Postmaster General.
When the Constitution of the
United States was adopted in 1789,
it established a post office and the
Office of the Postmaster General.
George Washington appointed
Samuel Osgood of Massachusetts as
the first Postmaster General under
the Constitution. At that time there
were 75 Post Offices and about
2,000 miles of post roads.
As mail delivery evolved from
foot to horseback, stagecoach,

the seminar to be from 7 to 9 p.m.
Videotape seminar sessions on
divorce and recovery topics by Dr.
Robert Abarno, Dr. Bob Barnes,
Larry Burkett, Dr. Les Carter, Doug
Easterday, Dr. Tony Evans, Dr.
Archibald Hart, Dr. Craig Keener,
Dr. Myles Munroe, Gary Richmond,
Dr. David Seamands, Dr. Jim Talley,
H. Norman • Wright and Dr. Spiros

Need the perfect placefor all
your guests?
We offer Wedding Group Rates
Suitesfor the Bride & Groom • Meeting Room Facilities
Book our rooms today!

44,
‘t

1210 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

(270) 759-5910

Can I use your Home till mine's all better?
Please be a Foster Parent

A child needs you
%ESTERS Sr UNITED METHODIST FAMILY SFR% ICES
A rmnistr, I,. ennlic,

cfnkIrrn in he NrE1.1,11,:no

You CAN make a difference in the life
of a child. Foster Parent training
sessions begin in September. For more
information on becoming a
Foster parent, please call
%Nestern KY United Methodist Family Services
877-998-KIDS(5437)

Zodhiates will be featured at the
seminar.
The registration fee is $15 and
scholarships are available. Child
care will be provided.
The deadline for registration is
Monday, Sept. 8. For information or
to register, call 753-5809, and leave
a me,,,,age

Symphony
auditions
will be held

New York Life
Insurance
Company

September 6, 2003
9:00 A.M. - 12:00 P.M.

Cheer Clinic will be at CCHS
Calloway County High School Cheerleaders will have a Cheer Clinic on
Saturday, Sept. 6,from 9:30 a.m. to noon at the high school. This will be for
kindergarten through fifth grade. Refreshments- will be provided and each one will receive a Laker cheerleader t-shirt. Registration will be from 9 to
9:30 a.m. Saturday. The participants will cheer at the Calloway-Marshall
football game at. MSU Roy Stewart Stadium on Sept. 12.

Volunteers are needed
Volunteers are needed as AARP Tax-Aides who desire to give of their
time and talents to help others in filling out income tax counseling and
preparation services. The volunteers serve low to middle income people
with special attention to those over sixty years of age. AARP is currently
recruiting others to join the team. Interested persons may contact Bill
Mathis, district coordinator at 642 Byrd Rd., Mayfield, KY 42066; or telephone 1-270-247-3733; or e-mail bdmathis@netzero.net.

4-H Council will meet Thursday
Calloway County 4-H Council will meet Thursday, Sept. 4, at 3:30 p.m.
at the Extension office.

L.A.M.P. Homeschool Group to meet
L.A.M.P. Homeschool Support Group will meet Thursday, Sept. 4, at 7
p.m. at Promise of Hope Church, located at 1945 St. Rt. 121 North, Murray.
Connie Laffin from the Kentucky Home Education Association, will speak
about Kentucky Homeschooling regulations and high-school requirements.
Upcoming field trips, co-op classes, 4-H and special events will also be
covered. All persons are welcome to attend this informational meeting
whether homeschooling or not. For more information call Sue Ann Stevens
at 753-3626, Jennifer Eells at 759-1098 or Sandra Stringer at 759-3057.
The photographer of Calloway Count) High School will be at the school
on Fridays, Sept. 5 and 12, beginning at 3 p.m. to take pictures of seniors.
"Seniors must be on time and he will not wait for late seniors. Seniors
please note page 4 in the school handbook," said a member of the Laker
yearbook staff. Sept. 12 will be the last day to have your senior picture
made for the yearbook.

Art Guild plans workshop
Murray Art Guild, 103 North 6th St., will host a workshop in
"Introduction to Drawing," Sept. 11 to Oct. 16. Alma Hale, professor of
graphic design at Murray State University, will be instructor. The six sessions will be on Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m. Registration Must be made by
Sept. 5 by calling 753-4059.

Mother to Mother meeting Thursday
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will meet
Thursday, Sept. 2, at 10:30 a.m. in the meeting room of Calloway Public
Library, 710 Main St., Murray. The group may be in the park behind the
library if the weather is nice. Refreshments will be served and door prizes
given. Pregnant moms(and dads) as well as former breastfeeding moms of
any age are welcome. For more information call Kim Jastremski, C.L.E.C.,
phone 759-4746.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer blood
pressure and pulse checks and liquid profiles today, Sept. 3, from 12:30 to
3 p.m. at Save-A-Lot, Murray; and on Thursday, Sept. 4, from 9 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church, Cadiz. For information
call 762-1348.

Ping Pong Tournament planned
The Company You Keep
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HOME 8. GARDEN DECOR
9:00 - 9:30 Registration, coffee and fellowship
9:30 - 11:00 "A Garden of Prayer"
11:00 - Lunch provided by the ladies of Glendale
A nursery will he providedfor
children 5 years and under

•

Murray Calloway Senior Citizens Center,607 Poplar St., will host a Ping
Pong Tournament Thursday, Sept. 11, at 12:30 p.m. for those 60 years and
older. The Ping Pong table is set up in the gym Mondays from 9 to 11:30
a.m. and Thursdays from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. for open play. To sign up for
the tournament, call the center at 753-0929.

(270) 753-2007
211 Maple St., Murray

Please come andjoin

usfor a morning of
edification andfellowship in the Lord.

Murray Narcotics Anonymous - Recovery in Action will meet Thursday.
Sept. 4, at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West Main St., •
Murray. Persons are asked to use the back entrance. For information call
753-8419. •

Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet is open each Thursday from 9 a.m.
to noon at the church in Dexter. Featured are infants to adult clothes which
are free to those needing them. For information call Linda Young at 4374890.

Murra. Kentucky

Our speaker this year is Carleen Ford from Madison Church of Christ
in Nashville, TN. She is a Senior Counselor at Hunters Lane High
School in the Nashville Metropolitan School System and also works
part-time for the Madison Church as a professional counselor.
She is married to James Ford and they have three children and
four grandchildren.

Narcotics Anonymous meeting Thursday

Clothes Closet open on Thursday

Ryan Edwards

Glendale Road Church of Christ

Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will open the new club
year with a salad potluck luncheon on Thursday, Sept. 4, at noon at the club
house. The annual horticulture scholarship will be presented by the department. Names will be tabled for new members. Hostesses will be Peggy
Nieschlag, Billie Hall, Paula Crouse, Virginia Hale and Gloria McLaughlin.

The Fulcher family reunion will be Saturday. Sept. 6, at the Chestnut
Street Park of Murray-Calloway County Parks. A potluck meal will be
served at noon. For information call Juanita Woods at 753-3625.

• Long Thrm Care
• Annuities
• Income Protection
• Group Benefits
• Business Insurance

"A GARDEN OF
PRAYERS"

Garden Department to meet Thursday

Fulcher reunion on Saturday

Not lust About
Life Insurance...

Ladies'Day

The group, Sugar Creek Baptist Church Quartet,
will be featured at Glory Bound Entertainment
Thursday, Sept. 4, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Glory
Bound Coffee House.
The meeting place of the weekly musical program
win be at the Senior Citizens area of the George
Weaks Community Center. The former location is
the place for the meeting of Murray Family Church,
Joe Lawrence, coordinator, said,"We are still looking for a permanent budding for this weekly event."
Each one is asked to bring a can of food for Need
lo's
Line. There is no admission, but a love offering will
Datebook be taken.
This is an outreach ministry of Goshen United
By Jo Burkeen
Community Editor Methodist Church. A taped portion of the program
can be heard over Radio Station WNBS on Saturday,
Sept. 6,from 10 to 11 a.m.

Laker senior photo days announced

PARI. icon. — Auditions for
the Paris-Henry County Youth
Symphony will be held Tuesday.
Sept. 23, from 3 to 5 p.m. first
come, first served, at the Inman
Middle School strings room 400
Harrison St., Paris.
This is open to string players
through
high
school
age.
Requirements are to lay designated
audition piece, 1 octave scales
using key signatures through 3
sharps and flats, sight read.
The Youth Symphony will
rehearse every Monday night in the
band room at Henry County High
School. Concerts will be presented
in December and May.
For audition music or questions,
contact Nancy Steffa at 753-6985 or
days, 1-731-642-8131.

24th Annual-

Sugar Creek Quartet will
be featured at Glory Bound

—„ New Shipment Arriving September 5
— NEW HOLIDAY INVENTORY —
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HWY.94 L • It RRAY (former Hoffman 's Nursery)• 767-0007
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Anderson named 2003 Fraternalist of the Year by Woodmen of the World
OMAHA, Neb. - Colleen
tern alist. WOW (Murray, Ky.) Youth Camp
Anderson of Murray., has been
"Colleen's fra- Director for the past 18 years. She
named 2003 Fraternalist of the Yea'
ternal spirit and was the first Woodmen camp diret-- - by WoOdmen -1,3-f the Wortd/Ontaha
vdtuntarY 'effoht tdr to receive Basic Camp Director
Woodnien Life Insurance Society.
the (BCD) certification from the
emulate
of American Camping Association
As Woodmen's top fraternalist
.goals
for 2003. Anderson has been nomiWoodmen's fra- (ACA) and Camp WOW was the
nated for the National Fraternal
ternal- program. first Woodmen camp to be accreditCongress of America's (NFCA)
She has dedicat- ed by the-ACA.
Fraternalist of the Year honor.
ed her life to
In addition, she serves as .an offiAnderson. a member of Murray
Anderson helping others cer for Lodges 827, 970 and 6023
without
a an-a--iias recently appointed as.secreLodges 827 and 970, and
the
Woodmen
Evansville, Ind., Lodge 6023, was thought for gain or reward. tary
to
Jurisdiction.
one of 25 Woodmen jurisdictional Woodmen is proud to honor Colleen Indiana/Michigan
fraternalists nominated • for the as our 2003 Fraternalist of the Year." Anderson has worked on the
honor.
Anderson, a Woodmen member Mileage & per Diem Committee for
"I enjoy what I do in helping peo- since 1985, has served as Camp both the Indiana/Michigan and
ple." Anderson said. "It's a blessing
to be a member _of.such a wonderful
organization like Woodmen and to
work with people who are dedicated
to serving others.Executive
Vice
" Woodmen
President, Fraternal James Bridges
Jr., described Anderson as itrue fra-

Center will
offer free class
The Center for Diabetes at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
will be offering a free diabetes
Class at the Marshall County
Cooperative Extension Office.
The class on Tuesday. Oct. 23,
will be for people with diabetes.
Participants will learn about
blood glucose, hemoglobin Ale,
lipids, blood pressure and microalbumin "numbers" and results as
well as the recommended numbers
Diabetes
American
of the
Association for each of these areas.
Participants will discuss carbohydrates,.protein and fat and learn
the rote they play in diabetes control. Participants will also estimate
calorie and carbohydrates levels.
am excited that our Center
will be able to offer this class in
Marshall County," said Tara
Shelton, diabetes educator. "It will
provide information that everyone
with diabetes should know."
The session is Tuesday, Oct. 23,
from 1 to 3:30 p.m. Pre-registration
is required by Oct. 6. by contacting
Tara Shelton or Ann Ingle at the
Center for Diabetes at 270-7621806 or 1 -800-822-1840, extension
806.

The Murray Ledger
& Times
helps you to keep
up with what is
happening in your
community.
Subscribe
today.
Call
lia
\
753-1916

oli

three JOIN HANDS DAY projects "water safety- classes at local eleand two Make. A Difference Day mentary schools for Safety Day: and
projects. In addition, she has volun- serves as an American Red Cross
teered (ii; a- Wooditien-sNiiiored instinctor in babytitting7CPR, first
Habitat for Humanity Blitz Build.
aid and disaster relief programs, and
In her work with youth. continues to receive -41e.guard-zertiAnderson hat served as a mentor for fication along with-10"camp staff
camp directors, organized two members anntiilly.
* Outside of her WoodninactiviYouth Leader-Training workshops,
and is currently writing a book on ties, Colleen works with 4-H, Girl
all-camp programs and team-build- Scouts and the Beta Sigma Phi
International Sorority.
ing games.
In addition, Colleen was instruColleen and her husband, Mark,
mental
in
setting
up
a who serves as Woodmen's West
DNA/Fingerprint lent at the Kettueky fraternal --cO-OrdittaTOr,
American Red Cross' Disaster reside in Murray and have three
Blaster Day. She has also presented children.

6.11111•••••faaVair•4411111•011.1•E -.1111•‘.1111.1.111011m.111,14•11WellellOWiss WOO.4111•Milt•

Stop counting minutes.
Start keeping them.

Shared Care
participating
in program
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital Shared Care Adult Day
Care program in Murray and
Benton announce participation in
the USDA Child and Adult Care
--Food-Pregranr-administered
Kentucky.Department of Education.
Meals will be served at no separate charge to enrolled participants
at the center and are provided without regard to race, color, national
' origin, sex, age, or disability. If you
believe you or any individual has
"been disarm-UMW- aOnst---tri -the
Child and Adult Care Food
Program, write immediately to the
Agriculture,
SeCretary
of
Washington, DC 20250.
Participants eligible for free
and/or reduced price meals must
have_a complete
documentation of eligibility information which may include a food
stamp or K-TAP case number, or
__--names_oflaousehold-members. —
Participating centers are the
MCCH Shared Care Adult Day
Care Center in Murray, located at
1311 South 16th St., and the MCCH
Shared Care Adult Day Care Center
in Benton, located at 84 Commerce
Blvd.
The kale fir the free/reduced
price meals has been calculated by
month and year.to assist in determining eligibility. These income
guidelines are for July 1, 2003 to
June 30, 2004.
If you have questions regarding
the Program, please contact Bertha
Griffin at 762-1537. For more information on the MCCH Adult Day
Care Center, contact Shared Care in
Murray at 753-0576 and Shared
Care in Benton at 1-270-527-2325.

Kentucky jurisdictional conventions; and served on the Audit
Committee for two of her lodges.
- Anderson. is :an officer for. dieWest Kentucky Woodmen of the
World Youth Camp & Resort, Inc.,
Camp Board serving as secretary for
the past 17 years. She has also
helped two. lodges prepare their
scrapbooks for jurisdictional conventions. Her _main, lodge, Lodge
827, won Woodmen's Kentucky
Scrapbook Award two conventions
in a row and also won second place
in "Woodmen's National Scrapbook
Competition twice.
Anderson has helped organize

••11Milm•

Save
$100

S4999
---

Add a line for $999
per
line
per month

FamilyTalk® with Rollovers"
•Only Cingular lets you roll over
your unused anytime minutes month
after month.
•Share your minutes Nationwide
• Never pay roaming
• Nationwide long distance included
No one lets you add a line for less.
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On select plans $39.99 and higher. Domestic calls only. Airtime charges apply.
Other monthly charges apply. See below.

MOTOROL A

SAM SUNG

Motorola T720

Samsung s307

After $50 mail-in rebate
and $50 trade-in credit
with 2-year.service agreement

----—After350 mail-in rebate
and $50 trade-in rebate
with 2-year service agreement.

cinguiar
PART OF THE BELLSOUTH FAMILY

Vi•MINImr

To sign up for the plan
that fits you best today:

Cingular Wireless Stores

!Express Locations

Express Locations
CD EASTLAND MALL
WAL-MART LOCATIONS
CD BENTON
310 W 5th St.*
Corporate Sales

270-444-0602

www.cingulancom •

Call 1-866-CINGULAR •
MADISONVILLE
30 N Main St.

Parkway Plaza Mall
401 Madison Sq. Ave •

MADISONVILLE
Parkway Plaza Mall
1756 E Center St.*

MURRAY
808 N 12th St.•
(D MAYFIELD
1225 Paris Rd •
ig MORGAN FlELD
._.....G.MURRAY
890 N 12th St.*

CP FULTON
607 N Highland Dr.•
()MADISONVILLE
1756 E Center St

For Wireless Service Information
/Ittp /./ www fa gov/cgb/mreessphone pdf

to any of our stores

PADUCAH
1733 Kentucky Ave
5134 Hinkleville Rd •

MURRAY
906A S 12th St.

-

PADUCAH
Paducah Mall
5131 Hinkleville Rd.*
()PADUCAH
5130 Hinkleville Rd.*
3220 Irvin Cobb Dr•
®PRINCETON
500 Hwy. 62E*

CI)
()MURRAY
808 N 12th St •

•
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Service offer available to
new and existing customers

Phone price and offer
may vary by location.

*Open Sunday

**Crrigula,also imposes the folio...0g charges a Regulatory Cost Recovery Fee of up to $125 to help defray Is costs incurred in complying with obligations and charges imposedYy Stile and FeiaatiaTteTecom regu1ation, a gross recerpti surcharge. ancTState and FederallYn versa& Service
charges The Regulatory Cost Recovery Fee is not a tax or a government required charge
.
..
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Murray State vs. Kentucky

Racer 0-line goes back to basics
Racers at Kentucky

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
While searching for, the right
formula to concoct an upset of
in-state rival 'Kentucky, Joe Pannunzio realizes a shaky offensive
line is not in the equation.
That's why the fourth-year Murray State head coach is playing
scientist this week:•trying to dissect and reconstruct a unit that
.striaggled in..last Saturday's, sear_
son-opening victory over Valparaiso.
"I think a lot of teams got a
lot of questions answered on Saturday, and we got a few answered,"
Pannunzio said on Tuesday. "But
one of the questions we didn't
get answered was on the offen-ye tine'
The Racers, who lost all five
offensive line starters to graduation that were a key to last year's
Ohio Valley Conference championship run, are looking for more
aggressiveness and a better push
up front than they got against
the overmatched Crusaders. - Murray tailbacks managed just
123 yards rushing on 53 attempts:against Valpo-- an- averageonly 2.3 yards per carry. The
total was a dramatic drdp-off from
the 5.1 yards they averaged a
-year -ago:trhiod--a veteran -line"The thing I forget is that we
had the same five guys in there
for three years." Pannunzio noted.
"They all knew each_ other real
well, and you could do a lot of
different things with those guys."
To aid the inexperience on the
line, Pannunzio and his coaching
staff are simplifying matters by
going back to,the basics — which
includes calling less checks at

When: Saturday,
6 p m CST
Where: Commonwealth Stadium,
Lexington, Ky
Records: MSU
(1-0), UK (0-1)
All-Time Series:
First Meeting
Radio: Racer
Network (1130 AM)

challenge this- weekend. "The first question we have
to answer is what do you do
with Derek Abney? Do you do
what I want to do and kick it
to him and make him prove he
is better than you, or do you
kick it out of bounds and give
them the ball at the 35?," he
_
wondered_
The Racers will also have their
hands full trying to contain 6-4,
260-pound senior quarterback
Jared Lorenzen, who is just 67
yards shy of breaking former UK
standout Tim Couch's school
record for passing yards.
- "I- really- like Jared-ixtrenzenPannunzio said. "He's fun to
watch with the way he moves
around and slings the ball. He's'
a heck of a quarterback — maybe
the best in the SEC. If he gets
hot, we'll have a miserable time
trying to defend- bim."
St. Louis Out: Pannunzio said
junior tight end Jimmy St. Louis
is likely out for the remainder
of the __season _afler suffering an
ACL (anterior cruciate ligament)
injury in the early minutes of
last weekend's opener.
St. Louis will be replaced in
the starting lineup by 6-3, 255pound senior Brandon Roddy. '

BRIAN KERSEY/AP

TAMING THE CUBS ... Cardinals starter Matt Morris
delivers a pitch during the
first inning of the nightcap
game of a doubleheader on
Tuesday at Wrigley Field. Morris lifted St. Louis to a 2-0
victory and a split of the
twinbill.

Cardinals
forge DH
split with
Chicago

CHICAGO (AP) — Matt Morris kept his cool. The Chicago
Cubs didn't.
Morris outpitched Kerry Wood
and Jim Edmonds homered to lead
the St. Louis Cardinals to a 2-0
—rd-game-of-a—
--1;,ictory lir the secoi
day-night doubleheader Tuesday night.
Cubs
The
the
captured
opener 4-2 on
Sammy Sosa's
•
two-run homer in the 15th inning.
- "It's huge, IS innings and losing the opener on a walkoff-homer,"
Morris said. "Sitting around and
passes
thinking about it, I had to go out
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — respond, we'll play better foot- ever game with NCAA Division who completed 18 of 31
two touchthere and do my job and it worked
Calling his squad "a team in tran- ball, and we will be a force. I-AA Murray State, The Racers, for 236 yards and
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
out.
sition right now," Kentucky foot- Before the year is over, we will who shared the Ohio Valley Con- downs.
— University of Kentucky
"He made things happen. He
Morris (9-4) allowed five hits
ball coach Rich Brooks repeated- win our share of games, and in ference title last year, blanked
Hall
Antonio
offensive tackle
guy
in
This
guy.
Saturday
on
34-0
unbelievable
Valparaiso
an
is
than
scoreless innings. He got
more
win
will
seven
we
in
promised
future
the
ly
was injured during practice
is a big-time player," Brooks said.
win since June 25 and
first
his
Tuesday that the our share of games, based on their season opener.
Tuesday, coach Rich Brooks
Brooks said Kentucky's offense
record against the
career
The Wildcats emerged from the
his
ran
Wildcats will recent history."
said.
mis"normal
made
including 3-0 this
defense
and
Brooks
10-2,
injuries,
to
secmany
and
without
Cubs
loss
criticism
beginsaid
improve,
Brooks
He said Hall was hit in
season.
ning Saturday ond-guessing he has heard since takes," but that "catastrophic mis- said. Standout wide receiver and
the head during drills and
The second game turned ugly
against Murray the Louisville loss reminded him takes" occurred on the punt unit. return specialist Derek Abney reinjured his neck. Hall was
blocked,
punt
one
.had
the eighth inning.
Kentucky
in
coach
that
State.
of what another Kentucky
aggravated a hamstring injury
fully conscious and had the
reliever Antonio Alfonseresulting in a Louisville touch- cost him two weeks of preseason
Cubs
Brooks • said recently endured.
full range of motion in his
outfielder Moises Alou,
and
ca
he was disap"The weekend I came in here down, and punter Sevin Sucurovic practice, bin he planned to pracarms and legs.
Alou's bases-loaded liner
that
upset
pointed with the to be hired, LoOrille had just dropped a clean snap on another tice Tuesday.
"I do not believe it's a
foul in the seventh,
ruled
was
exe- kicked the devil out of our bas- attempt, leading to a safety.
Wildcats'
Starting tight end Jeremiah
serious injury," Brooks said.
Brooks
umpire Justin
third-base
confronted
"That just shouldn't have hap- Drobney has a bruised hip, startcution in the ketball team," Brooks said. "i
felt
Hall
said
Brooks
ejected.
have
were
and
"We'll
said.
Klemm
loss
Brooks
To
pened,"
the
season-opening 40-24
think theywere arsOiii--3---) at
numbness on the right side
ing outside linebacker Deion Holts
Crew chief Mike Reilly said
Louisville on Sunday, but noted time, and there was doom and an awful lot of practice on the suffered a slight concussion and
of his face, but that soon
the game that Alonseca
after
that there's plenty of room for gloom for Tubby (Smith)'s bas- punt team this week. Now, can I backup linebacker Dustin Williams
UK
taken
subsided. He was
Klemm. Alfonseca and
But
No.
bumped
Sevin?
for
ball
improvement.
ketball program. Look what hap- catch the
Medical Center As a precauhas a strained neck. Brooks said
available for comweren't
Alou
"We're a team that needs to pened after that for those two if Sevin doesn't catch in there,
tion and released that evening
all of them .should be available
ment.
play more cohesively together," programs,- Louisville still had a then we'll put somebody else in
negative,
out
after tests came
to play Saturday.
"His intent was to make conBrooks said during his weekly very good year; but Kentucky had and let him catch it. Sevin can
according to a statement from
not
will
Louisville
to
loss
The
with the umpire, and he did,"
tact
news conferenCe. "I don't think a great year. They went through punt it if he's protected and he
the University.
keep the team from focusing on
said.
Reilly
this game is an indication of what the SEC totally undefeated.
catches it."
whether
Brooks did not say
State,
"It wasn't a push. It wasn't a
Louisville frequently pressured preparing to play Murray
we're capable .of doing the rest
bun
"Now I'm not suggesting we're
keep
would
injury
Hall's
guard Sylvester Miller said.
bump. It was body going against
of the year.
going to do that in football, but Kentucky quarterback Jared Lorenout of Saturday's game against
"We'll be able to get our conumpire's body and, it was a
-the
"We have work to do, but I what I am pointing out is one zen, but Brooks said:breakdowns
Murray State.
"LosMiller
said.
back,"
fidence
act by himself."
violent
knew that when I came here. I'm game doesn't make a Season. I in protection were, not necessariHall, a 6-5, 302-pound senwe
mean
doesn't
opener
the
ing
who also homered
Edmonds,
are
we
where
offenthe
with
happy
of
not
believe this team still has a lot ly always the fault
ior from Canton, Ohio; is a
don't trust the coaching staff that
led off the second
opener,
the
in
after one game, but I'm not ready left in it, and IL promise you, sive line.
key player in the Wildcats'
season. He
of
36th
his
with
to roll over and pronounce this we're going to get better."
He said at times, Lorenzen failed we have. We just have to get
34
in
started
has
He
offense.
keep
a bruised
and
with
system
e
the
the
into
in
left
more
because
deal:
thing as a done
To do that, Brooks and his to look for secondary receivers
consecutive games since his
knee.
right
isn't. We will get better. I prom- staff will try to improve weak-. or correctly read the defense. But on grinding out in game-type sitfreshman year in 2000.
The Cardinals added a run in
ise you that. This -team will nesses in preparation for UK's first- he did have praise for I.orenzen, uations."
the seventh when Cubs third baseman Ramon Martinez made a double error on Morris' easy bouncer, missing the grounder and then
picking up the ball and throwing
it past third .as Tino Martinez
scored.
ing that's why we're running the taking care of the ball, staying in film.
•
the fourth quarter.
By CHRIS DUNCAN
Wood (11-11) gave up just four
"Their effort grade was very
The traditionally pass-oriented ball so much in practice. It worked bounds, staying on the ball until
AP Sports Writer
and two runs in seven innings.
hits
good
They
second
effort,
gave
it,"
high.
Petrino
for
asked
official
the
well."
out
LOUISVILLE. Ky.. (AP) - The Louisville (1-0) used an effective
Cubs loaded the bases in
The
much
as
were
little
blocks
bit
finishing
a
he
they
got
said.
plan
"When
to
Petrao's
didn't
hurr
It
for
ball
the
to
keep
game
running
-W
Louisville Cardinals are suddei
11:47 on two possessions in the have burly Eric Shelton and speed- tired. Lionel showed a little bit as they could," Petrino said of the the seventh on 'a walk, a single
grinders.
offensive front. "We have some by Kenny Lofton and a hit batsCoach Bobby final period. The Cardinals fin- ier Lionel Gates carrying behind of a different speed."
for
240
technical things to clean up as far man before Alou flied out after
rushed
Cardinals
The
line.
offensive
the
.much-improved
touchdowns
drives
with
both
ished
• said
Petrino
Tuesday . what and derailed Kentucky's comeback Shelton ran for 151 yards and yards against the Wildcats, the as our hand placement, our first -his liner was just foul.
"This field, the grass is so
him hopes by simply keeping the-Wild- Gates added 75. The duo rushed most by a Louisville team since step, our second step and we did •
pleased
I did see some spray, but
loose.
errors.
Our
few
a
assignment
have
1999.
the
in
92
yards
a
for
combined
field.
off
offense
the
cats'
about
most
Petrino praised the offensive communication needs to be a lit- it can't be the chalk going up
"That's how you need to win fourth quarter alone.
watching a tape
because it's paint out there," MorPetrino said Shelton was par- line after the game. but was less tle better, too."
of Sunday's 40-24 win at Ken- the game.- Petrino said at his
said of Alou's close call.
ris
nitto
little
else
Petrino
found
the
on
day
Tuesday,
complimentary
killing
time.
at
effective
best
ticularly
"The
news
conference.
weekly
tucky was how well the Cardinals
"They were obviously fired up,
"He did a really nice job of after he broke down the game pick.
drained minutes off the clock in thint: Amu it is v,e've been preachbut I didn't see the third-base
coach (Wendell) Kimm. He wasn't going nuts and I'm sure he
had one of the best views."
The Cardinals restored their
lead_ over the _Cubs in the tight
-4min-fraudOhio-- State Charm Avoirid-no-fortger praetice-yiith-ihr to be-signi-flenet. It's going-40
tAf”Clarett watched Saturday night's 28-9 NL Central to 1 1/2 games.
,
'said.
athletic director Andy Geiger said Tuesday team- until questions about his eligibility
Houston lost at Los Angeles,
over Washington from the bench.
and
Geiger
Tressel
victory
announced
22,
Aug.
abrupt
an
On
—
from
reversal
answered
are
tailback
sophomore
night that he doubted
a half-game behind St.
for
falling
suspended
wasClarett
said
Geiger
Maurice Clarett would return to the defend-. HI days earlier when he was allowed to Clarett's suspension from the team. HowLouis.
investimisled
he
because
games
wouldClarett
be
multiple
Permitted
said
they
work out with the second-ranked Buckeyes. ever,
ing national champions this season.
-Sosa didn't start the second
For the first time, Tressel said Clarett 'to practice with the Buckeyes while the gators, A violation of NCAA Bylaw 10 that
"I'm net optimistic about any number
after giving the Cubs a dragame.
student-athby
behavior
ethical
with
NCAA and an Ohio State panel looked into deals
v.ould miss much of the season.
of-games at This point." Geiger said..
matic
win in the first one. •
of
charges
acaand
letes.
problems
eld
is
suspension
going
the
off-the-fi
"It appears
Earlier Tuesday, coach Jim Tressel said
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

UNDER THE GUN ... Murray State offensive line mates (from left) Justin Ard (72), Aaron
Scott (77) and Phillip Hall (75) are looking to gell quickly before Saturday's showdown
with in-state rival Kentucky.
only 45 yards of total offense.
putting sentences together.'" •
the line of scrimmage.
Albeit the impressive outing
may
line
"offensive
the
While
kinder"It's like going back to
against a non-scholarship
came
MSU
the
ABCs,
.on
stuck
be
garten," he explained. "First, you
Pannunzio was pleasprogram,
halfway
be
already
May
defense
teach the ABCs. Once you teach
with the Racer
surprised
antly
last
on
based
alphabet
the
the ABCs. you put the blends down
he knows his
Still,
efforts.
unit's
Valpo,.
against
together and then you put the week's performance
much stiffer
a
face
will
charges
managed
and
out
words together. Then you start which was shut

Brooks vows Wildcats will improve

Hall injured
in practice

•

Petrino happy with Louisville's late grind

Ohio State AD doubts Clarett will return to team

•
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Rain drops, not drop shots at Open
Sponsored BN

Haverstock and Stiller
Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
National League
East Division

American League
Ail Times CDT
East Division
Pct GB
L
W
53 610
83
New York
WO
58
80
Boston
69 49615
68
Toronto
61
76 44522
Baltimore
83 390 30
53
Tampa Bay
Central Division
Pet GB
L
W
65 529
73
Chicago
522
66
72
Minnesota
515
66
70
Kansas City
44611 it
77
62
Cleveland
25537
102
35
Detroit
West Division
Pct GB
601
83
Oakland
587
81
Seattle
486 16
67
Anaheim
64
Texas

87

51

74

Houston
St Louis
Chicago
Pittsburgh
Milwaukee
Cincinnati

San Franci
Los Angeles
Arizona
Colorado
San Diego

Tuesday's Games

Oakland 2, Baltimore 0. 12 innings
'
Detroit 8, Cleveland 6
Seattle 10, Tampa Bay 8. 11 innings
Minnesota 12. Anaheim 6
Texas 8. Kansas City 7
Boston 2, Chicago White Sox 1

64
64
74
71
69
76
61
Division
L
65
66
67
72
77

83

71
70
65
55

53
65
67
74
82

Pct GB
526
—
525
5141 12
467
8
44211 1/2

Pct GB
—
610
12
522
51113 1/2
46819 1/2
40128 1/2

Tuesday's Games

Wednesday's Games

Anaheim (Ra Ortiz 15-11) at Minnesota
(Balfour 1-0). 12 05 pm
N Y Yankees (Mussina 15-7) at Toronto
(Escobar 10-8), 605 p.m.
Oakland (Hudson 14-4) at Baltimore
(Lopez 6-9). 605 p m
Cleveland (Sabathia 12-8) at Detroit
(Robertson 1-0), 605 p.m.
Boston (Lowe 14-6) at Chicago White
Sox (Buehrle 11-13), 6:05 p.m.
Seattle (Garcia 11-12) at Tampa Bay
(Waechter 1-0), 6:15 p.m.
Kansas City (Gobble 2-3) at Texas
(Thomson 12-11), 7:05 p.m.

Chicago Cubs 4. St Louis 2. 15 Innings,
1st game
St Louis 2, Chicago Cubs 0. 2nd game
Philadelphia- 5. Montreal 3
Pittsburgh 3, Florida 2
N.Y. Mets 3, Atlanta 1
Milwaukee 4. Cincinnati 3
Arizona at San Diego, 10:05 p.m.
Houston at Los Angeles. 10:10 p.m.
Colorado at San Francisco, 10:15 p.m.
Wednesday's Games

Atlanta (Ru Ortiz 18-5) at N.Y. Mets (Trachsel 13-8), 12.10 pm
St. Louis (Haren 3-5) at Chicago Cubs
(Clement 12-11), 1.20 p.m.
Montreal (Tucker 0-1) at Philadelphia
(Millwood 13-9), 2:05 p.m.
Colorado (Jennings 11-12) at San Francisco (Rueter 7-5), 2-35 p.m
Arizona (Batista 9-7) at San Diego
(Lawrence 7-14), 405 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Fogg 8-7) at Florida (Beckett
6,7), 6:05 p.m.. .
Cincinnati (Bale 1-1) at Milwaukee (Martinez 0-0), 705 p.m.
Houston (Robertson 12-7) at Los Angeles
(K Brown 13-7),:9-10 p.m

DENVER (AP) — Kobe Bryant's lawyers have subpoenaed a Colorado hospital to see his accuser's medical records — the first indication they might make her mental health an issue if the sexual
- --assault ease against-the NBA-star-goes- to trial.
The subpoenas were disclosed in a court filing by a Greeley hospital where the 19-year-old accuser was treated in February after
police at the University of Northern Colorado determined she was a
"danger to herself."
Campus police have refused to say whether the woman attempted
suicide, saying only that the hospitalization was for a mental health
issue.
Attorneys for the North Colorado Medical Center and its psychiatric care center asked a judge to quash' the subpoenas and destroy
the records already -sent to him, citing medical privacy laws.

NEW YORK (AP) — Andy
Roddick walked 'down the hallway from the locker room at Arthur
Ashe Stadium, then made a left
just before the door leading t the
court.
Where was he headed? To the
tournament referee's office, site of
the biggest buzz of activity Tuesday yliternoon at the U.S. Open.
Rain postponed matches for a second straight day, and officiaksaid
the tournament might not Tinish
on time.
No. 1-ranked Kim Clijsters,
AMelie Mauresmo and Lleyton
Hewitt were'among the parade of
players tracing the same route as
Roddick, trying to get information
about when the clouds might clear
and when matches might be played.
"I try to stay pretty calm," said
two-time major champion Mary
Pierce, whose fourth-round match
against No. 7 Anastasia Myskina
was halted in the first set MonELISE AMENDOLKAP
day night. "Whatever happens, hapDAY FOR DUCKS ... Fans watch the grounds crew try to dry off a court charpens. The conditions are difficult.
rain delay at the U.S. Open tennis tournament Tuesday in New York.
and I was waiting a long time.
"The forecast right, now is not at Arthur Ashe Stadium to warm _
Youire_warming op and coolitjg_quartedinalagainst NOdown, warming up and cooling Suarez was also pushed
all that optimistic," said Arlen Kan- up and begin their fourth-round
down."
Wednesday. Eighty-five of the 95 twig!, U.S. Tennis Association CEO match. They piayed for 34 minutes, long enough for Agassi to
Clijsters and No. 5 Mauresmo matches on Tuesday's schedule — of pro tennis.
Shortly before _6 p.m., top-ranked go up a break 5-4 in the first set.
Were sent home Tuesday at 5 p.m.. including all doubles, junior and
when their quarterfinal was post- senior draw matches — were moved Andre Agassi and unseeded Amer- before rain returned and they
ican Taylor Dent went out on court walked off.
poned. No. 3 Lindsay Davenport's to Wednesday.

Couch content SportsBriefs
with backup role

• The Murray High School backboard Club will hold its first meeting of the
2003-04 school year on Sept 7 The meeting will be held at 3 p m in the
school cafetna. Plans for the upcoming basketball season will be made Fr),
more information. call 759-5413.

CLEVELAND (AP) — No upbeat and you have to be posiinjury hurt Tim Couch as much. tive and you have to do what's
No loss has been as tough for best for the team."
Instead of practicing with the
-.
him to forget.
offense, Couch is on the
first-team
stripped-of
was
When Couch
hisjob as the Cleveland Browns' Sideline watching Holcomb hand
starting quarterback a few weeks off to William Green and fire passago, his world briefly crumbled. es to Kevin Johnson as the Browns
He had not been a backup since prepare for their opener Sunday
his first game as a rookie, and against the Indianapolis Colts.
Couch isn't in this week's game
the 1999 No. 1 overall draft pick
The Browns are Holcomb's
plan.
very
demotion
the
handle
not
did
team now. They have been since
well.
But time has helped, and Couch Cleveland coach Butch Davis
has finally come to terms with decided to go with his "gut feelhis new role as Kelly Holcomb's ing" by naming Holcomb as his
starter to begin the year.
backup.
I'm
and
am
I
"This is where
going to do the best I can with
it. I just realized there is no reason to go through this season misetable," he said. "Even though it's
a tough time, you've got to be

BURLEY TOBACCO GROWERS
COOPERATIVE ELECTION
The incumbent, Mr. Bruce Cline, was the only
nominee for District 25, therefore ballots will not
be mailed to the membership in Ballard,'Caldwell,
Calloway;Carlislei-Christian,Critten
Graves, Hickman, Hopkins, Livingston.*Lyon.
Marshall, McCracken and Trigg Counties'.
Danny McKinney
Chief Executive Officer

two months of Charter Digital'or Charter Cable TV,
ssional installation
plus Charter Pipeline with

You can be tree to see more, learn more. won( faster, work smarter. That's the
freedom Charter Communications'otters you and your family And now for a
limited time, your first two months of Charter Digital'or Charter Cable TV,'
plus Charter Pipeline' high-speed Internet service with a free modem and
professional installation are FREE,(Up to a $300 value.)
Enjoy endless entertainment and educational choices with Charter Digital or Charter
Cable TV. Charter Digital delivers pristine, digital picture and sound, as well as commercial
free music channels, special sports packages and hit movies. All at your fingertips using
a powerful, interactive onscreen guide.
Charter Pipeline lets you find more of what you're looking for - in less time. Help
children with their homework Download files at warp speeds. There's no waiting for
dial-up. Charter Pipeline is always on.
Now it's easier than ever to enjoy all the freedom Charter offers Just go to
www.chartercorn/freedom. Or call the phone number below Give your family the
freedom to see more, work faster. play more learn more

With over 700,000 winners every week and
almost $4 million in prizes, that's a lot of fun!
KENTUCKY LOTTERY
41.-lkotrfav 1404-410.%.;.
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The TV Listings will be published daily beginning toda.
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flower display will be offered showing different varieties and their many historical and unique uses. You
can also see old fashioned shaker boxes made, watch
basket and paper making and paper marbling. A
blacksmith will be there, too. A weaver, spinner,
gourd painter and watercolor artist will also demonstrate their skills.
"An 1850s harvest was demanding work, but it was
also a cause for celebration," said Cindy Earls, special
events coordinator. "This event, with historic harvest
activities, hands-on activities and period trades people, brings the beauty of the fall harvest to life and
offers entertainment, as well as a way for people to
see just how aware of the environment farmers had to
be for the success of their crops."
The event begins at 10 a.m. and wraps up at 4 p.m.
There will be fresh apple cider and apple butter to
sample and festival foods available for purchase. The
cost is $5.50 for ages 13 and up, $4 for ages 5-12.
Ages 4 and under are free.
The Homeplace is located in the Tennessee portion
of LBL on The Trace. For more information on the
Harvest Celebration, call (270) 924-2020 or (931)
232-6457.
The USDA Forest Service, one of the nation's leading providers of outdoor recreation, manages Land
Between The Lakes. LBL information is available by
calling 1-800-LBL-7077 or 270-924-2000, or on the
Internet at www.lbl.org.
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GOLDEN POND, Ky. — Land Between The Lakes
(LBL) National Recreation Area invites you to enjoy
the beginning of the fall season at the Harvest
Celebration and Agricultural Fair.
The Homeplace living history farm at LBL will host
the 14th Annual Harvest Celebration & Agricultural
Fair Sept. 13. The Harvest Celebration .honors the
heritage of farming in the 1850s and offers a unique
opportunity for celebrating just like the farm families
of the past.
The day will be packed full of harvest activities, historic demonstrations, a music frolic, county fair,
stock fair and period trades and crafts. Traditionil
fall chores such as tobacco harvesting, rail splitting,
making apple butter and pressing cider will be
demonstrated.
This year's music frolic will feature performances
by Eddie Pennington, as well as a performance by The
Tyree Brothers.
At the livestock fair, minor breeds of farm animals
will be showcased. These breeds were common, in the
mid-I9th century, but are uncommon today.
The county fair will have vegetables and herbs from
the heirloom garden on display, the farm staff will
discuss the importance of heirloom seed varieties and
give demonstrations on 1850's cash crops — tobacco
and whiskey — and teach harvest folklore. Then at 1
p.m. a hot air balloon ascension will top off the day.
At the trades fair, an antique and old-fashioned
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Retiree paddles coastal river in search of litter
BY ESTES THOMPSON
Associated Press Wfiter
MAYSVILLE. N.C. (AP) —
Since his retirement three years ago.
Elmer Eddy hasn't just relaxed and
taken it easy in his home beside the
broad and beautiful White Oak
River.
He paddles the river to pick up
trash —.other people's trash.
Eddy, 84, is a former insurance
company executive who left Raleigh
when he retired. He moved to
Swansboro, between Camp Lejeune
and the Croatan National Forest on
North Carolina's southern shoreline.
__Shortly. afterward, Eddy read a
news story about individual responsibility for keeping the environment
clean.
Eddy, an enthusiastic canoeist,
was inspired. He was sick of seeing
other people's trash as he paddled
the river, which starts in the stateowned Hofmann Forest and flows
through the Croatan on its way to
e sea.
"I want to see a beautiful wilderness," he said. "It's a short river. It
doesn't start in the mountains. It
doesn't get Raleigh trash. It's ours,
so we ought to be able to keep it
clean."
On a recent summer day, he was
behind the wheel of his battered, red
-1979 Fordrpickup leading a band of
eight litter-fighting disciples- to a
e,hruir paddling trip _along the 48:
mile-long river's upper reaches near
Maysville..Their goal was to paddle
the river and collect trash from a
campground along U.S. 17 to a
series of nine small lakes formed
when old quarry pits along the river
filled with water.
paddled his one-man canoe with
deft flicks of his double paddle,
never seeming as tired as his
younger companions.
By the end of the day, they had
filled about a dozen bright orange
t...-trIsh bags with bottles, cans, juice
boxes, paper and pieces
1They snared a tire, two basketballs,
"a miniature soccer ball and a flattened metal bucket.

Larry Wayne drove from his
home in Cary, outside Raleigh. He
said he became a disciple of Eddy's'
cleanups when he got an e-mail
about "a guy who wanted to clean
up the White Oak River. I had to
come help."
Fellow paddler and retired postal
worker Ken Court, of Jacksonville.

said he likes working with Eddy, but
gets frustrated with litter."We've
only got one environment,",he said.
Eddy said he would paddle the
river alone to pick up trash if no one
wanted to come aTong — and he has,
occasionally. But it's hard to resist
the urging of the grinning, gentle
Eddy, who uses e-mail to round up

friends and a Web page to spread his
gospel.
Dale Weston, a military retiree
who lives in nearby Jacksonville
and was a member of the New River
Foundation, said he got interested
when he received -an e-mail that had
bounced through river and paddling
groups about Eddy.

"I knew he must be old, but I had
no idea Ow old," Weston said."The
day he was 84, he was out paddling."
Eddy says he has been canoeing
all his life, though snow skiing is his
favorite hobby. But picking tip trash
is hk passion, so much so that he
has earned the title The White Oak

River Trashman.
Eddy has gotteii iuN 14-> L..i:
grandson, Jack, interested it 11,00*
pickup: -Jark paddled 71 crnatt
kayak on the trip down the \\
Oak and snagged trash, hut had
called off when he came to a t,.114
loodeil with trash and old retilet.r.1
tors.
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GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 Murray Paris Road
Hazel, Kentucky

September 7-10, 2003
Sunday Bible Class
Sunday Worship Service
Sunday Evening Worship
Monday-Wednesday Evening

10-00--am.
10:45 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Speaker:

James Boyd
McMinnville, TN

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

FRIENDLY COMPETITION ... Mertie Farrow, in pink, watches
los Rowena Bapecsoni.takes ber .turn during a game of shuffleboard at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center.

All are invited to a potluck meal following
the Sunday Morning Service.

S11'111:1E CLOS FIG
After 46 years in business, Owen's Food Market is closing. Due to the health of family
members, we will no longer be able to operate the store.
We sincerely appreciate your business and value all the friendships we have made over the years.

LIQUIDATION SALE
10 OFF
2041
All In-Stare Merchandise
(Excluding Milk and Cigarettes)
Our Deli will remain open until we close, but we cannot accept any special
or party orders after September 15th. Our Meat Department will continue to offer the finest
choice meats until the store closes.
Thank You, The Owen Family

MAVEN'S

Deli Hot Line 753-7811
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Food Market

•
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AT&T files lawsuit against MCI, alleging fraud in call routing
AAP)

ALEXANDRIA, Va.
Communications that MCI has disAT&T Corp.,filed a lawsuit against guised its calls as local traffic' to
MCI on Tuesday, accusing the com- avoid paying the fees that local telepany of routing tong-distance calls phone companies get for providing
through Canada to force AT&T to the connection between a long-dispay costly fees that should have tance network and a person's home.
been paid_by MCI.
The AT&T lawsuit contains new
The civil ttaud and racketeering allegations that MCI sent calls
lawsuit was filed in U.S. District through Canada even when the final
Court in Virginia, and seeks dam- destination was a local phone netages of at least.$10 million and an work in Phoenix owned by MCI. By
injunction to prevent MCI from doing so, MCI forced AT&T to pay
improperly rerouting calls.
fees that MCI "created out of thin
The charges are being investigat- air," the lawsuit alleges.
ed in a federal criminat--probe.
MCI has rejected AT&T's earlier
Prosecutors are also rnvestr_oting charges and defended its call-routcharges
by
Verizon ing strategies as proper. The compaCommunications
and
SBC ny said in a statement Tuesday that

the lawsuit "is nothing more than
'AT&T trying to make headline's
from something that is at best a
commercial dispute that started
weeks ago."
MCI, formerly
known as
WorldCom, is trying to emerge
from-bankruptcy a little more than a
year after collapsing in an $11 billion accounting scandal. The new
controversy over call routing has
threatened to delay that effort.
The company says its accusers are
merely trying to sabotage its bankruptcy reorganization to avoid having to compete with a lean, rejuvenated competitor.
Typically, when an MCI sub-

Jessica Lynch agrees to $1 million book deal

sgiber makes a long-distance call,
MCI must pay an access feelo the
local company that owns the final
connection to the dialed phone
number In many rural locations.
where running a local phone system
is less profitable, the access fee
charged to lung-distance companies
can be particularly high. '
Since AT&T has a contract with
Bell Canada in which most of the
Canadian company's U.S.-bound

SPECIALS
1995 Buic Sar

,900
Is Bravado AWD
00
onticK.Sunfire
0

NEW YORK (AP) — Jessica Lynch has struck a $1
there,'' Mrs. Lynch said. "When she
million deal for a book that will tell the story of her capwants to tell me, she will."
tureand rescue in Iraq. But questions remain over how
Nothing has been set for a television
much she remembers.
interview. Networks consider it likely
_ Publisher Alfred A. Knopf announced Tuesday that the
that TV appearances will be timed to
former prisoner of war who became a national hero will
the book's publication in November
collaborate on "I Am a Soldier, Too: The Jessica Lynch
which also happens to be a televiStory" with Pulitzer Prize-winning writer Rick Bragg.
sion ratings "sweeps" month.
The book is scheduled to come out in mid-November.
ABC's Diane Sawyer and NBC's
with a first printing of around 500,000 copies.
Katie Couric are believed to be the
Financial terms were not disclosed, but a source close to
most aggressive suitors for a Lynch
the negotiations,said Lynch and Bragg will split a $1 milILynch interview.
lion advance, with any royalties going to Lynch. The
CBS News has also tried for an intersource spoke on condition of anonymity.
view, but was embarrassed when it was revealed in June
"Many folks have written, expressing their support for that the Viacom-owned network had hinted at publishing
me and for the thousands of other soldiers who serve their and MTV deals.
country," Lynch said in a statement issued by Knopf.
Lynch,20, received a medical discharge last week from
"I feel I owe them all this story, which will be about the Army, making her eligible to pursue book or movie
more than a girl going off to war and fighting alongside deals.
her-fellow soldiers:it-will-herr-story about-growing up-in— - She suffered broken bones and other injuries when her
America."
507th Maintenance Company was ambushed in the southBragg has-been gra
-rued exclusive access IOLynCh_anii_.....ern Iraqi city of Nasiriyah on,March 23.
her family. Knopf spokesman Paul Bogaards Said any
Her rescue on April I made her a celebrity, and she
--authorized-film adaptation would likely have to be based returned home to Palestine, W.Va., in July to a hero's welon the book.
come after a long stay at Walter Reed.
"I feel a kinship with Jessica and her family, and am
"I am feeling better every day, and all the good wishes
thrilled at the prospect of bringing this story to the wider of the many who have written have certainly kept my
world," Bragg said in the statement.
spirits up," Lynch said. "I am walking with crutches, but
It is unclear how much Lynch will be able to tell Bragg. my doctors tell me that as I gain strength I will be able
to
Doctors at Walter Reed Army Medical Center in walk on my own again soon. I am looking forward
to
Washington have said it is unlikely Lynch will remember those first steps."
eVents of her capture. Knopf spokesman Paul
Bragg has written several books, including the memoir
Bogaards, who visited with Lynch last week,said the state "All Over but the Shoutin'," and won the Pulitzer for
feaof her memory is "excellent," but declined to say what he ture-writing in 1996,two years after he began working
for
and Lynch discussed. Bragg also declined comment.
The New York Times. He resigned from the limes in May
Lynch's grandmother, Wyonema Lynch, who lives after the,
newspaper suspended him over a story that caracross the street, said she looks forward to reading the ried his byline but was reported largely by a freelancer.
book. "We don't talk about what happened to her over
• MI

'Jeepers
Creepers 2'
takes $18.4
million
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calls are routed onto AT&T's net- alleged conspiracy began on- orwork, the local access fees for those -before July 200t andtas continued
completing those calls are paid by through the present, according to
AT&T
the lawsuit.
The lawsuit claims MCI conAccording to the lawsuit, MC1's
spired with a small carrier to route alleged scheme- became apparent
long-distance calls that originated when it won a long-distance
,in the United States through account from Wells Fargo bank.
Canada, forcing AT&T to pay The day after MCI won the contract
access fees that would have been from AT&T,a substantial amount of
billed to MCI if they had remained Wells Fargo traffic was routed
on MC1's vast U.S. network. The through Canada, AT&T said.
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'READERS CHOICE'
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All diplomacy aside, everyone has their favorites, and we want to know who yours
are. In preparation for our upcoming "Readers
Choice 2003" section, we're asking readers to fill us in on their area favorites, from auto
dealers to steak houses, we want to know who I
your favorites are! To odd your votes to this year's poll, just fill out the form below and send
it to us before September 17th. To thank you
for your participation, your name will automatically be entered into a random drawing
to win one of two $100 cash prizes

I

FILTH CLUI

Fa vorfte Dessert
Favorite Grocery Store
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Favorite Car Wash
Favorite Family Practitioner
"Jeepers Creepers 2," the horror
18 I
sequel about a ravenous creature
Favorite Burger
Favorite Golf Course
Favorite Music Store
Favorite Day Care
with a taste for human flesh,
chewed up the competition, debutFavorite French Fries
ing as the top weekend movie with
Favorite Elected Official
Favorite Gift Shop
Favorite Auto Repair
$18.4 million.
The top 20 movies at North
Favorite PiI211
Favorite Broker/Investment Firm
Favorite Ladies Boutique
Favorite Carpet Cleaner
American theaters Friday through
Monday, followed by distribution
a
a
studio, gross, number of theater
Favorite Breakfast
Favorite Real Estate Agency
Favorite Clothing Store
Favorite Appliance Store
locations, average receipts per
location, total gross and number of
Favorite Deli
Favorite Real Estate Agent
Favorite Insurance Agency
weeks in release, as compiled
Favorite Bookstore
Tuesday by Exhibitor Relations
0°122,Illftlltllftsimwm,.
I
Co. Inc. and Nielsen EDI Inc. are:
Favorite Milkihake
Favorite Florist
Favorite Paint Store
(READERS CHOICE(
Favorite Optometrist
I
1. "Jeepers Creepers 2," MGM,
$18,365,222, 3,124 locations,
Favorite Steak House
Favorite Auto Dealer
Favorite Lumber Yard
Favorite Physical Therapist
$5,879 average. $18,365,222, one
week.
Favorite Home Cooking
2. "Freaky Friday," Disney,
Favorite Gas Station
Favorite Veterinarian
Favorite Nail Technician
$12,602,252, 3,067 locations,
(nesse include name of calm)
$4,109 average, $90,844,347, four
Favorite After 5 Hangout
Favorite Video Rental
Favorite Cell Phone Provider
Favorite Fitness Center
weeks.
3. "Pirates of the Caribbean: The
Favorite Coffee
Curse of the Black Pearl," Disney,
Favorite Ice Cream
Favorite Furniture Store
Favorite Obstetrician
$10,818,785. 2.227 locations,
$4,858 average. $275,018,547,
Favorite Restaurant
Favorite Tanning Bed
Favorite Hotel
eight weeks.
Favorite Cable Provider
4.
"S.W.A.T.."
Sony,
$10.780.295. 2,781 locations,
Favorite Mexican Restaurant
Favorite Drug Store
Favorite Dry Cleaner
Favorite Towing Service
$3,876 average. $102,702,416, 0
2:11213332124 :
four weeks.
!READERS CHOICE)
Favorite Chinese Restaurant
Favorite Attorney
Favorite Consignment Shop
5. -Open Range." Disney,
Favorite Pharmacist(Person)
$10,748,196. 2,244 locations.
$4.790 average. $43,482,974, three
Favorite BBQ
Favorite Landscaping/Lawn Service
Favorite Styling Salon
Favorite Hardware Store
weeks.
6. "Seabiscuit," Universal,
I
Favorite Bakery
Favorite Bank
$9,061,030. 2.556 locations,
Favorite Barber Shop
Favorite Plumbing Service
$3,545 average, $104,645,915, six
weeks.
Favorite Place to get Catfish
Favorite Bank Teller
Favorite Dentist
Favorite Men's Store
7. "Freddy vs Jason," New Line,
%ease Include name of Bank I
$8.660,070, 2.929 locations,
Favorite Produce
$2.957 average. $73,944,569. three
Favorite Chiropractor
Favorite Orthodontist
Favorite Waiter/Waitress
weeks.
Pinot lady* nate, restauront
8. "The Medallion," Sony, 11
You may cast as many ballots as you wish Photo copes of bollots will not be accepted.
$6,210,244. 2.652 locations,
Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for your local favorites in our special 'Best of Calloway
County Readers' Choice 2003- Section
$2,342 average. $16,867.389. two
Mail ballot to P.0 Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or drop off at
weeks.
9. "Uptov,n Girls," MOM,
Name
VI MURRAY
1100_
$5.607.007. 2.166 locations.
(READERS CHOICE)
$2.589.average.S30.426,760. three
Phone
weeks.
1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray, KY 42071
10. "American
Wedding."
Contest Rules:
Universal. $4.760,255. 1,810 loca1 Must be at least 18 years of age to enter. Employees of this newspaper and contest sponsors
and their immediate families are not eligible 2. Entries must be
tions,
$2,630
average,
received by this newspaper before 5 prn, on Sept, 17M 3. Cash prize winners will be selected
via random drawing. Decision of judges is final •
$97,694.355, five weeks.
.= so 1.11 gm me gm
um
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Classifieds
Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to cneck the first
insertion of their ads for any error Murray
Ledger & Times wili be responsible or only one
incorrect insertion Any error should be reported
immecliate, so, corrections can be made

ADJUSTMENTS
Fri. 11 a.m.

Monday

Mon 11 a.m

Tuesday
4

Wednesday

Wed. 11 a.m
Wed. 5 p.m.

Friday

Thur. 12 p.m.

Saturday

Mak laws forbid discrimination If1 the sale, rental Of adsernsing or
real estate based on factors in addition to those protected dnder federal law
We'.'. dl knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which is ID
siolation of the law All persons are herebs informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal opportunity basts

Mon 5 p.m

Thursday

All real estate advertised herein is sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it illegal to advertise ans preference, limitation or discrimination based an race,color, religion. as,haridicAp,
familial status or national origin. or intention to make arms sukh preferences, limitations or ducrulunatiOn

For further assistance with Fast Housing Advertising
requirements, contact NM Counsel Rene P MiLim,
1703) EaIR-1000

41••• NUMMI.
•••••••••••

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
130 Appliance Parts
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques
180 Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Properly
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485.
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

•

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 8 ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Truces
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 8 Suppl,es

..l)",

I)1',1'1

$7.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40". Discount 3rd Run.
A7r Ad•

li,",th,* t. 044,

$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE_ YOUR LINE AD AND II WILL APPEAR ON
THE WEBSITE AT
EXTRA CHARGE.-LINE AnS
S8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $11 pier word per day.
. ,r shopper iMon Classifieds*, into Shopping Guide)$250 extra tor hoed is,* ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
010

010

010
Legal
Notice

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

L

Legal
Notice

I

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

_

Students, parents, employees, and the general public are hereby notified that Murray-State
University does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion, marital
status, age, or disability in employment or the provision of services, educational programs and
activities, and provides, upon request, reasonable accommodations including auxiliary aids and
services necessary to afford individuals with disabilities an equal opportunity to participate in all
programs and activities.
Programs available include: Advertising; Accounting; Business Administration; Computer
Information Systems; Computer Science; Economics; Electronic Media; Finance; International
Business; Journalism; Management; Marketing; Organizational Communication; Public Relations;
Telecommunications Systems Management; Office Systems; Career and Technical Education;
Elementary Education; Health and Physical Education; Interdisciplinary 'Early Childhood
Education; Learning Behavior Disorders; Middle School Education; Child Development;
Vocationar Technical Education, Cummunitation Disorders; -.Criminal -Justice:- -EA
Science/Athletic Training; Exercise Science/Wellness; Nursing; Nutrition, Dietetics and Food
Management; Occupational Safety,and Health; Recreation and Leisure Services; Social Work; Art;
Art Education; Creative Writing and Literature; English; English Education; French; German;
InternatirMar Affairs; History.; Liberal Arts; Music; Music Education; Music Petlininance;
Philosophy; Political Science; Psychology; Public Administration; Sociology, Spanish; Theatre;
Applied Physics; Biology; Chemistry; Civil Engineering Technology; Electrical &
Telecommunications Engineering. ElectromechanicaL_EngineerinvIeehnology; Engineering
Physics; Environmental Engineering Technology; Geology; Geosciences; Graphic
Communications Management; Industrial Technology and Design; Mathematics; Medical
Technology; Physics; Wildlife and Conservation Biology; Drafting and Design Technology;
Graphic Communications Technology; Industrial Technology; Mechanical Engineering
Technology; Agricultural Science; Animal Technology; Agricultural Science and Technology.
Minimum unconditional admission criteria include, but are not limited to the following: For
undergraduates: an accredited high school diploma or GED,ACT minimum of-18, high school class
rank minimum of upper half; and a pre-college curriculum; for transfers: a minimum cumulative
GPA of a 2.00 on a 4.00 scale; for graduate students: a baccalaureate degree from an accredited college, a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.75 on a 4.00 scale, and a minimum combined GRE score of
800. International students must have a minimum TOEFL of 500, with a higher minimum required
for some graduate programs.
additional information please contact: Annazette Fields, Director of Equal Opportunity:
Section 504, ADA Coordinator, Office of Equal Opportunity, 103 Wells Hall, Murray State
-University, Murray, KY 42071-3318,(270)762-3155 (Voice);(270)762-3361 (TDD).

We may be able.to help youdiele are a_few of
the jobs. that we have available.

(fHE BULL PEN T-IN

• Concrete Finisher - $9.00/hr
• Production Workers - $7.25/hr
• Assembly workers -, $8.00/hr
• Production Workers - $8.20/hr
These positions are Full-time. Part-time.
could become permanent.

Steaks and-Spirits
• 'Est. 2001

NOW HIRING
Hostesses, Servers and Bartenders.
Appirin-perstair
14111_1‘..
.
R01onday thru Friday, 2-4 p.m.

Areas include;
• Benton
• Murray
• Paducah

NOW HIRING

For more information, call MANPOWER at
-80Cr-957..-53915.-orconse-by ouroffice toratett-at
3555 Park Plaza Drive in Paducah.

0MANPOVVER
the best in everyone,
• and put it to work"

"We find

Shift managers and crew members for
aft positions and-Air - till -Shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th St., Murray_
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

EOE

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time & Full-time
positions for Circulation
Department. Must be able to
work early hours.

060
Help Wanted

Computers

42071-3312 Womanfrni
nonties encouraged to apply EEO. M/F/D AA employer

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

Ledger &Times
Classifieds

270-753-1916
Domestic & Childcare

For

Nlun-ay State University is accepting proposals to
establish a contract for part-time physician services
for Health Services. Duties shall include: accepting
responsibility for all medical care offered by the
Health Center, assessing history and physical findings, ordering selected laboratory tests to establish
a clinical diagnosis in patient conditions, referrals
to other health care professionals and/or agencies
when appropriate, performing minor surgical procedures, and serving as a preceptor for ARNP.Time
required: three hours per day, tWiidays per week,
while classes are in session. Request for proposal
forms may be requested by calling Sonia Wilson at
762-2091, referencing RFP-222D-04. Proposals are
due and will open September 12, 2003 at 4:00 p.m.

060

060

Help Wanted

Lost and Found

Notice

Help Wanted

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find Its way home.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
TO all merchants and indi- 'Cause we an have Furry
viduals do not accept any
or Feathered Friends,
checks on Shelle B.
Here at the
Nance 1517 Glendale Rd.
Ledger & Times.
MUrray, KY 42071. On the
Murray Bank account is
closed by Shelle B Nance
Call 753-1916

how to write an ad....

THAT WORKSi
When placing a Classified ad, include all
these elements for a message that sells!

of

\ Start the ad with the item, service or job you are
advertising.
Provide as much information as you can. The more
information, the better the response.
N' Always include the price of the item.
• Use large type, white space, borders or graphicsanything that will makes your ad stand out.
s To get maximum exposure, run your adfor seven
days. There are new readers every day.
• Use only standard abbreviations to avoid confusion.
Most important, call 270-753-1916 to place your ad.
N'

The Murray Ledger & limes
Classifieds
1001 Whitnell Avenue

Murray Kentucky

IA •

iiIlL1

Help Wanted

Marshall County Hospital,
located in Benton, KY is
currently seeking qualified
individuals to fill the following positions: MT/MLT,candidate must hold national
laboratory certification,
comparable pay & benefits for FT or PT
positions; OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
needed to provide services on a PRN basis
in the hospital setting.
Fax resume to (270)527-4952.
060

020

COMPANY needs person
with computer and mechanical experience to
maintain various types, of
equipment must be people
friendly. Send resume to
P.O. Box 938 Benton, KY
42025
COURIER/KENNEL help
for small Kennel cleaning
759-4556
FULL-TIME ready mix operator for local company.
Apply in person or call
(27p) 753-3355 after noon.
108 C.C. Lowry Drive.
CDL Class.,B CDL required.
HELP WANTED
Night Bartender & Cook,
experience necessary.
4 nights/week 6p.m.-1a.m.
Apply in person between
10-6p.m. Mon, Tues & Fri.
at 641 Club, Puryear,
tenn.
PELLA Window & Door
Co. Part-time Showroom
Sales Representative. Local distributor looking for
individual to provide product demonstrations to customers. Some evening and
Sat. hours required. Fax
resume to 615-244-2126
Attn: Paul or email to
photovec4 pellatn corn
POSITION available
Persons needed to prepare income tax returns
Seasonal employment No
experience necessary We
will train. Call 753-9204 or
270-437-4531.

Help Wanted

Mobile Home Lots For Sale

.

Looking for.work?
Murray State University Statement of Non-Discrimination

060

060

060

0..60

VISA

Interested persons should apply at

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY

Will
EXPERIENCED
clean up after new construction, remodeling, before and after renters,
floors, windows, etc.
Valerie 436-5914
100
Business
Opportunity

Please No Phone Calls

SPORTSMAN'S ANCHOR PRINTING Press OperaRESORT, Hwy 68 at Jona- tor. Full-time, benefits.
than Creek, needs house- High school graduate and
keepers balance of season two years printing experiwith recall for 2004. Call ence in a professional enfor appointment. Mon-Fri. vironment or vocational
only, to fill out application training-required. Industrial
operation
and interview 270-354- equipment
(where responsibility is
E568
high for setting and monitoring calibrations) may be
substituted for printing experience year for year.
Place your 20 Word Line ad for only $20.60
Some heavy lifting inYour ad will appear for 6 Day in the
volved. Salary $8.66 hourMurray Ledger and Times. 1 Shopper Guide.
ly. Request application at
and post on Our Website.
270-762-2147 or apply at
Come by our office today or Call
Human Resources, Murray
270-753-1916
University, 404
State
Sparks Hall, Murray, Ky

ANTIQUE Mall for sale located in Hazel Ky. Large
18,000 plus sq. ft. w/side
lot. Priced to sale. Call
731-642-7286
ATTENTION MSU Students. RIGHT TO REPRINT your way to riches!
750 books, reports and
manuals you can reprint
AND BELL. Very high
profit margin-all yours.
r
e
info:www.750books.com/w
uotila
MOBILE home park for
sale $45,000. Four homes
available to rent. Jonathan
Creek area. 354-9901

BRIGGS &_STRATTON is seeking part-time employees to
work on thetrilidnight shift(12:30 a.m. - 6:30 a.m.). The third
shift positions are seasonal but various second shift positions
will also be available. Benefits include paid holidays, productivity rewards and employee appreciation events. A drug
screen, physiaal capabilities test and background check is
required and provided by the company. Applications to those
individuals who apply in person at the Murray BRIGGS &
STRATTON Plant at 110 Main Street between the hours of
7:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. on September 6, 2003. Applications
will remain active for 90 days. Please come prepared to
provide previous employment history and references (previous factory experience preferred). Come and join a company
with an established reputation of excellence. BRIGGS &
STRATTON is an equal opportunity employer.

(BRIGGS & STRATTON)

1980 Holley Park 14x70
4.89-2989
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
16X60-1-994 Clayton 2BR
2 bath, C/H/A, good condi
tion. Set-up in Couch Es
tales. Call 753-3855
1980 12X60 one bedroom.
Refrigerator, range, dishwasher. W/I5,-CTN.-, AC.
$7000 753-4807
2000 Clayton 16x80 3BR 2
bath, all electric w/applianextremely
nice
ces,
$17,900 Includes moving
489-2525
2002 16X72 2br, 2-bath,
reJliger.ato
270-642-2374
.98. 16X80 3 Bedroom 2
bath. Must be 'Moved.
Take over payments. 7592316
FLEETWOOD doublewide
01' 24X56. 3 BR, 2 bath,
w/skirti
& deck -C/H/A.
Reduced to $16,900 3549901
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
2 bedroom 1 bath. Freshly
carpet,
painted,
new
porches. Yard mowing included. No inside pets.
$275 a month plus deposit. Call (270)623-6314

3 bedroom 2 bath, 2 car
garage C/H/A, about 5 min
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We North of town. Call 753buy or-alt. Call Larry at 3167 after 5.00pm
ii#10BILE homes for rent
753-363a
$275/rent $250/deposit
CASH paid for
'154-9901
good, used guns.
NICE 2 BR Mobile home
Benson Sporting Goods,
for rent or sale, no pets.
519 S. 12th, Murray.
753-9866
Want to Buy

150
Articles
For Sale

Apartments For Rent

1 Bedroom apartments, al
appliances at the Oaks
Apartments. Coleman RE.
759-4118.
1 Bedroom, recently remodeled. some utilities pd.
No pets, appliances furnished. $230 per month
767-9037
1 BR with garage, wooded
lot nice place. 293-8462
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday, '
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
FREE HBO -& CINEMAX
Equal Housing
Dish Network 2 room satOpportunity
ellite system free, installed
TDD #1-800-648-6056
AmeriFree! 3 months of
1-2, 3br apts. furnished.
ca's Top 100 channels
near MSU.House 3 & 4
plus 13 channels of HBO
bedroom. 753-1252 or
and Cinemax Free! Also
753-0606.
available are local Padu2- BR 2 bath in Cambridge
cah networks. Call 759+ de0901 or 877-726-4077 II all appliances $475
762-0040 or 841Beasley Antenna & Satel- posit.
1599
lite. For more information.
2 br Apt. 908 Hillwood
STRAW for sale. $2 a
Drive. $350 month.
bale. 489-2436 if no an759-4406
swer leave message
2 BR upstairs $295
160
3 BR downstairs $400
Home Furnishings
489-2296
2. 2 BR apartments, W/D
- HOUSEHOLD furnishings furnished,
'Cambridge
everything to keep house. area. One 2 BR, W/D furI got it all! Moving-cheap nished, Northwood area.
prices. Calt-me! 753-7913
$460/mo/deposit. 270-519LANE sectional sofa w/hid- 0599
2BR NEAR MSU
den, dual recliners sandwane.. just like new, ciet-----Coiemarr
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
-759-5576
Coleman RE 759-4118.
MULTI-COLOR
couch
wipull out bed, loveseat, 4br, Diuguld Drive Colechair Wottoman $450 43E- man RE 759-4118
2313 or 293-1505
FORREST View Apart180
ments 1213 N. 16th St
now accepting applications
Lawn & Garden
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $345/ month Call
61 inch Snapper mower.
753-1970. Leave Mes489-2989
sage Equal Housing OpportundvFarm Equipment
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
FORD 8N Tractor w/bush 1 & 2br units Reit based
on income. Mobility -npairhog $2300 759-4249
ment accessible. F one
492-8721. Mon_& Thuis _
220
10-12am. TDD No.
Musical
Equal
1-800-648-6056.
Housing Opportunity
10" Craftsman table saw$50 15/10 chrome rims for
4WD Chevy truck, 6 lug
(4) $100. Poulan weed
eater $40. Call 436-5398
after 4pm
BEAUTIFUL round white
crib w/all white bedding
Purchased at Babies in
Bloom retail price $1500$750 non-negotiable 7592385
'CALLOVVAY County Pictorial History. Great Idea for
Reunions. Call 753-7870.

PIANO tuning repair, movMg and . Used piano's
(270)415-0374

NEWLY remodeled 1 BR
apt. Appliances furnished
5260/mo/deposit Call 753- .
'7953'
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Your Horne Improve:fled Headquarters

Apartments For Rent
LARGE. 2 Bedroom, 2
bath duplex with garage
located on quiet cul de
sac All appliances including washer, dryer and microwave (270) 759-5885
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340 00
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special for
qualified applicants
753-8221
ONE bedroom apartments
water furnished, close to
campus No pets Call
753-5980
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
28R From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY roomy 2BR, 2Ba
with garage. appliances
fignished. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit. no pets
ran 751-2905
WALK to MSU 1 BR apt.
No pets $300 deposit/per
month. 994-1959

CABIN near lake 10 min
walk $19.990 753-5731
FORE sale 3 bedroom
house on large lot, quiet
street in Hazel New vinyl
siding and root new thermal pane tilt out windows
and garage door 1 bath
on city water and sewer.
ran 753-8679 or 492-8149
GREAT Family home, 4
bedroom 2 112 bath. LR.
DR. large kitchen, den
large fenced corner, lot, in
ground pool 34X20 1519
Becken Dr. Canterbury location Call 293-0679 or
753-4190 OR 561-7429356
HOME for sale 2 bedroom
house located at 1409
Vine St near Murray State
University 270-492-8861
KINGSWOOD 3 bedroom,
2 bath, newly decorated
Beautifully
landscaped
with lighted garden pond
Fenced backyard, new
roof Big lot with storage
.building, Call 293-3090 or
759-0890
170
Motorcycles & ATV's

Houses For Rent

89 Yamaha Virago 9700
miles $2000 Call 7532 bedroom, 1 bath, large 7995
kitchen, living room, utility.
washer, dryer. appliances. -63
Sport Utility Vehicles
AC. gas heat, storage
shed. carport, semi-fur- 2000 Explorer $9000 •99
nished $425/mo/deposit Grand Cherokee. leather
No pets 753-7920
$11,000 •95 Chevy Ex2 BR 1 bath garage appli- tended Z71 $8900 C&K
ances
furnished. Motors (270)674-5602 or
$450/moidep. No inside 853-1108 Trades Welcome
pets 753-4663 10-5pm
3 BR 1 bath NO pets, 306
S 15th St. $450 month
Used Cars
Call 759-48,26
GREAT Panorama Shores 2000 grand am $700
location. 2BR 1 bath, down, $255+24mo .98
CtH/A.
Semi-furnished Contour $500 down
with washer & dryer. Lake $168/24mo Bad credit
access in spring & sum- 0 K with verifiable em$400/mo/deposit. ployment C&K Motors
mer
270-436-2136, Available (270)674-5602 or 853Sept 10
1108 Trades Welcome
QUALITY Houses and
93' Ford Taurus •91 Buick
Apartments available for
LaSabre $1500 each
lease. Call BS Rentals at
(2 I Aio9.9A49
or 435-4632
75

1

•

Storage Rentals

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 3 2003

David's Cleaning
Services •
'• We Specialize in Cleaning
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
Das id Borders

Phone (270)767-0313
(270) 527-7176

Horoscopes

---.M111•111=111111111M.

Roofing Metal

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
4,
HAPP3
2001' BIRTHDAY for Thursdah Sept.
'Sometimes you have a difficult time sorting through what is and isn't important.
Strong decisions will come your way if
you float with temporary indecision.
Somehow the right thing just happens.
Don't make anything more complicated
than it needs to be. Recognize that what
might be at the bottom of a problem
could walk you toward a resolution.
Don't push yourself too hard, and recognize your limits. Work demands unusual
attention, as does your personal life. If
you are single, you'll have a sudden
opportunity to start a very special relationship. Ultimately, it will be your call
as to which way to let this bond develop.
If you are attached, avoid petty disagreements that could easily develop into
power plays. Your relationship will grow
if you don't lock horns. CAPRICORN
plays away.

We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by 11 am. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stuck.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-1)09-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

„al* Brothet,:s,,
, ,
Wiggins Furniture
ree Service
,
436-5744
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price
Be Sore To Shoo -- Before You BUY'

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. MasterCard. also 12-24-36 month financing

lull Line of Equipment Licensed & Insured

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL •

D.G.
Landscaping & Nursery LLC
'Parking Lot Sweeping
•21203 Tymco Airsweeper
•Quality Workmanship Guaranteed
•References Available

Free Estimates 753-2210

sphalt Doctor
Asphalt
/OTAL

ASPHALT MAINTENANCE
Commercial — Residential — Industrial
• ASPHALT SEALCOATING •
Using only premium commercial sealer outlasting all the rest
• PARKING LOT SWEEPING •
Vacuum Truck & Power Broom
• STRIPING •
Compare Workmanship, Prices & Check References
fully Insured — Free fsfiroare5 — 25 Years Experience
Call Ronnie Geurin at 270-759-1953
Yes We Do Make House Calls!

Worm's Turf & Trees

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.
HARDWOOD • CARPET

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You could spend a large part of
your day trying to sort through what's
what. You discover that the unexpected-works in your favor. You go where
33 angels fear to tread, not fearing the conYears
fusion around you. As a result, you'll
Visit Our Showroom Today
0 gain a different perspective. Tonight:
0 Could be a late night.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*
** A partner might have misgivings
0
CARPET &R. OR COVER
>>
33 about one of your ideas, which he or she
it.641 -1-112 Mies South of Mum to Torn Tayfor kat Rstit isoo yards.
might consider quite the scheme. Don't
5CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD• CARPET
take his or her comments personally;
instead, evaluate the comments and
LPE) research further. Tighten up
OP
the project at
hand. Tonight: Read between the lines.
I
GEMINI(May 21-June 29)
*
• ***- Someone challenges-you. one
more time, forcing you to question what
1-AP
is going on. Take a stronger stand on the
.
----,1
home frorit, feeling ready to take a leap
of faith. Also allow a partner to give you
TZ./f17'
CUI.-1
1L-CS—
adequate feedback. Tonight: Make nice.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
www.apluscleaning.info
*** Plunge into work with an eye to
what you can get done as opposed to
you want to accomplish. You'll get
what
c,
LI0 past a problem with ease if you simply
Bp
relax. You don't need to prove everyone
else's point. Check in with someone at a
distance. Tonight: Make happy.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Dip into your ingenuity to
come up with better ideas. You might be
taken aback by a loved one who could be
touchy about a financial matter. Evaluate
what might be going on with this person.
*Licensed
*Residential
Could
he or she be justified? Tonight:
'Insured
*Commercial
Work till the wee hours.

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

WE DO!over 3T 3-7
"
7
.
(

a

c,

- pbo. mAxp 1.,

c, 270-767-0052

$oi4ght

1993 Chevy Astro Van.
CREEKVIEW STORAGEEx., V-6 rear air, excellent
$20-$40 On Center Drive
Murray, Kentucky
condition $4000 1-270Behind Tom's Grille
435-4592
after
Call
759-4081
6 30.m
MURRAY Store and Lock
500
presently has units availaUsed Trucks
ble 753-2905 or 7537536
---1995 3/4 ton, Chevrolet, 4
WO, $7500 753-4276*
(Mobile)
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
1995
GMC sonoma, ext
•Inside climate control
\WWW.SONLIGHTWINDOWCLEANING COM/
cab, excellent condition
storage
Call 759-1569 after 5 m
•Security alarmed
1997 GMC Sierra P/U
•Safe & clean
crew cab, Tonneau cover,
*We sell boxes'
excellent condition. 81,000
*We rent U-Hauls
•-t
rot 753-2604
753-9600
CONTRACTING
97' CHEVY 1/2 TON
G &C
ECTRIC
(731)641-0591
$5
500
STORAGE arid
767-9036
994-0388
lull
Service
Electrical
Contractors
99' Z71 Silverado w/campPROPANE
er, ext cab, long bed,
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
119 E. Main
• Additions • New Homes • Remodeling
31.000 miles Will sepa270)753-6266
SERVICE WORK
• Custom Bath and Kitchens • Ceramic Tile
rate the cab $20.000 753Cell:(270)293-4183
• Parking Lot Lighting • Outdoor Signs
• Fences • Deck & Sunrooms
9 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F
• Restaurant Equipment Maintenance
FOR Sale 1991 GMC So• All Types of Roofing
noma V-6 164,000 miles
John W. Hudson
$1500 OBO 759-0874 or
Insured - Quality References Available
1E3
For Sale Or Lease
Prompt Service • Customer Satisfaction • Quality Work
293-3507 after 6:00prn
520
BAHAMA Cruise 761-1303
ROOF REPAIRS
SUREWAY
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Services Offered
Complete new roofing
TREE SERVICE
commerical prop. for rent
Stump Removal
Metal. rubber shingles
18FT Stratos, V6-150hp
Insured with full line of
for prompt & professional
Asphalt Sealcoating
service call
equipment.
RETAIL SPACE FOR Johnson 527-6918 after
TRAVIS ASPHALT
Free estimates
CARTER ROOFING
LEASE Prime 12th St lo- 5 00 m
•Commercial
Hazel 492-8688
753-5484.
cation in Shoppes of Mur*Residential
Puryear 247-3086
ray Center. Great highway
'Industrial
Water Damaged Floors
visibility. Only 2 adjoining
Hot-melt crackfilling
Braces & Floor Joists
WALTERS
spaces left-2500 sq ft 853-1172 THERAPEUTIC
FREE ESTIMATES
Remodeling & Plumbing
CONTRACTING
each Will lease separately MASSAGE
753-2279
Murray
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
or together. Call Kopperud www thegoldentouch us
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
David Gallimore, Owner Siding, Addition,
and ReRealty, 753-1222
ROY HILL.
A-1 AUORDABLE HAULmodeling Quality Work
Will Du Insurance Work
Septic system. gravel
ING cleaning out garage,
Over 30 Years ExperiVv.a & Mater,Jrd N,epted
white rock
gutters. junk & tree work
ence
Gerald Walters 753436-2113
436-2867
2592
BRANDON'S Outdoor
A-1 Tree Service
Services.
Stump Removal
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
Commercial building
492-8737,
ENGER Carpet Binding
'Bush Hogging•Tilling
753-3594
Since 1991
& lot. Bldg. size: 40
(270)436-5277.
Free Estimates
436-2347
ft. x 60 ft.. 2 offices &
CALL me to fix your leaky FUTRELL'S Tree Service
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Neell ii, plat'e a
faucets other minor plumb- Trimming, removal, stump
overhead door. 20 ft. Decks,
Home Additions,
ing and carpentry plus grinding, firewood Insury a iii s a Iv atir
ceilings, lot size 100 Remodeling, Vinyl Siding, painting
Reasonable ed 489-2839
Call
us we will be
1203 Tom Taylor
Garages, Pole Barns, Met- rates. references given
HANDYMAN Carpenter
ft. x 200 ft. with 8 ft. al Buildings. Fencing Phone
glad
to help.
Tn.
435-4682
All types
Sept.
5
cyclone fence. 203 Quality Workmanship:
&
6
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
CONCRETE
Licensed
7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Murray Ledger &
753-5848
Finishing
Driveways
No. 6th St.
753-7860 753-1194
Furniture, kitchen
Donald
Sidewalks,
Simmons
Patios
Times
AFFORDABLE
Phone 753-2723
Free Estimate
items, clothes, deep
HAULING
Mower repair.
(270)435-4619
Cleaning out garages
freeze, washer &
or 293-4531
Pickup/delivery
270-753-1 91 6
sheds, carport atics
dryer, dishes, pickup
Work guaranteed Joe
CUSTOM built furniture
and storage
436-2867
30 years exp Quality
truck. new gas dryer
753-2555
ALL around garbage pick- work, guaranteed Call
& more
Luke Lamb
UD 436-2867
Don (270) 753-8154
Pets & Supplies
ALL Carpentry New
HOUSE & ROOF
DEPENDABLE Lawn
Homes, add on's. garages
WASHING
Care Service
AKC Pembroke Welch pole barns, home & mobile *Lawn Establishment
Experience and
Professional Equipment
Corgi(s) 753-1082 New home repair. water & ter- *Tractor Tilling
mite damage. screened *Fertilizing *Mowing
Quality work at
pictures
porches, sun rooms Lic- •Aerating 'Mulching
www hodgetax corn
a reasonable price
ened-insured Larry Nimmo •Bushhogging
Insured
460
A lob Opening?
753-9372 or 753-0353
527-5974
Homes For Sale
'Grader Blade Work
An
Auction Notice?
ASPHALT Paving •
Free estimates
JUNK/ RUBBISH
Equipment?
Farm
Coating
Seal
Removal, we'll haul away
Bob Wallace
3 Bedroom 2 bath large
striping & hauling
753-6491
anything.Clean outs.
L R & Den Lot 126X243'
the Classifieds are the easiest.
Mitchell Bro's Paving
odd Otis, Interior Painting
Storage bldg Completely
most effective way to advertise.
Dt/.1 HANDYMAN
759-0501
Senior
Discounts
redecorated new carpet &
A one-week iad-vvill have-peop4i
the
We
odd
do
lobs
all
you
753-1537
(270)489-2583
vinyl 586 500 519 S 11th
trorn all over the area showing
for
time
don't
have
435-4628
St Call 759-1987 (cell)
LAWNS mowed
interest in what you've got to sell. .
Murray-Calloway Co
CUSTOM Tract& WO*
293-7710
Call 489-2989
ui-don't.be shy, tell everyone you
NUMBER
NEW
Tilting-13lade Workhave what they vv,int
3 BB. 2 bath, brick home
293-5438
Bushhogging
YARD-TECH
LAWN
with 4 83 acres, shop orFree Estimates
DOZER AND BACK HOE CARE We have fall overchard. priced in the 70's
Gerald L. Carroll, Owner
WORK & CLEAN-UP
seeding speCials sprayinci
436-5983 after 5•00pm
Phone 270-492-6159 or
Public or Contract
available 437-4407
293-0163
‘ss1111,1P.,
. Contact at 270-753-9503

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
* ** You might be more out of sorts
than you realize. Try your hardest. to
clear a touchy or difficult matter without
offending someone close to you who
really does care about you. Later in the
day you'll find a creative option.
Tonight. Kick up your heels. Think
"weekend."
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** * Others seem to specialize in mixups You cannot be clear enough in your
dealings. Your ability to get past this
problem might take many different
approaches. Realize what is going on
with a child or loved one. 'tonight- Stay
close to home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Expenses get out of hand without
your intending them to. You could feel
overwhelmed by what does come down
your path. Laughter marks the later afternoon, when friends and co-workers add
that extra touch of spark to your life.
Tonight: At a favorite spot.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Others come toward you. Your
personality helps sort through confusion,
though it might be close to impossible to
come to a final resolution in the next few
days. Take charge of a money matter,
which is your specialty. Tonight. Your
treaL
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Play it low-key until the afternoon, when you feel a surge in your energy. You suddenly get a strong sense of
direction coupled with high energy. Use
a recent vision plus research. Others step
back, pleased you're M control. Tonight:
Beam in what you want.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** What the group wants could be in
direct conflict with an individual's
request. Your ability to understand this
person might help you sort through this
problem. Ultimately, you need to weigh
what is most important to you. Tonight:
Take a Hight off:
PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20)
**** Realize what is happening with
a child or loved one. This person pushes
hard to have you believe what he or she
is touting. Others will come around to
your thinking, perhaps even today, if you
don't push too hard. Tonight: Where the
gang is.
BORN TODAY
Singer Beyonce Knowles (1981), baseball player Mike Piazza (1968), actress
lone Skye (1971)

SUBSCRIBE TO
THE MURRAY
LEDGER
& TIMES

Wil)dow de0114,

Sod Installation•Pickup • Delivery
Office (270) 435-4090
Toll Free (800) 910-0070

(270)293-5170

RA/N*8/RD.
SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

TOM ci/ANCE

.1,

1m:tailed Locally By

TIM LEMONS

L

• Residential/Commercial • Free Estimates

435=4776
"Tim AREA'S LEADER IN IRRIGATION FOR 24 YEARS-

(270)753-9562

1

Services Include:
'Bathing
*Clipping
*Grooming
*Ear
Cleaning

David's Home
Improvement

Check us out
on the web!

• FOR RENT

731-247-5422

Yard Sale

ESTATE
YARD SALE

show tem what

you got!

270-753-1916
The Murray Ledger & Times

•Deticking
*Flea Baths
*Nail Trimming
*Medicated
Baths

By Appointment Only

(270)753-6749

Is A Well-Groomed Dog.

Paula Campbell.
Professional Groomer

Hosporrlaivrnher

AAHA
ue.re
woe
*mat
USK
EvnAmyinfimdi
Carr

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd.South
as-ww.westsidevet.com

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
17 Years In Business
Family Owned & Operated

(270)674-5530• Melber, KY
Completely Erected Includmg Concrete Floors
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
Nor Pre Fab Carpenter Boll All Quality Materials
A. 4" concrete floor reinforced
I. Self-supporting 216
with wire mesh
trusted rafters 2 ft. 0.C.
B. 12" footing
J. 1/2" plywood/O.S.B.
C. Polyurethane
K. Seal down shingles
under concrete
L. Overhang covered
D. Anchor bolts in
M. Overhead steel
concrete
door
E. Treated bottom
N. Steel service door
plates
0. 2x4 fascia
F. Constr gr.
studs
aluminum covered
-G. 7/16" O.S.B.
P. 2x10 headers
a
undersiding
o
0.4x4 raised curb
H. %%sonde. wood or vinyl siding
We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR DUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models &hardboard %%iv
CADeluxe
Is - vinyl Wing
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
64.725 1 1/2
x20)
Mode
2 CAR (18x20)
$5,525 2 CAR (18x20)
$
55 9
525
LARGE CAR (22x22)
85.825 LARGE CAR (22x22)
$657.212255
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
$6,025 2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
$6 325
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
88.625 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
57,925 LARGE 3 CAR(3000)
$8375
PLUS OFP LEVEL LOT - CALL US

iNTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Cuslorn-Ekelt Or Rent To Own!

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GC3TT

DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY: I have a terrible have both confided to me that
10 years ago
problem. I had an affair with my they're unhappy in their marriage.
After Several IrdllIC studies and
pastor. (I'll call him Pastor Jones.) It
DEAR DR, GOTT, Why is it that
This morning, Barry called me at
planning sessions, the Kentucky
began.as a one-night stand but lasted home and told nie-thithe has feelings
when you go to your doctor with
Highway_Dspartnienthas arced to
for more than a year Pastor Jones is for me. It made me uncomfortable
health problems, he doesn't ask you
make
Chestnut Street a three lane
children.
with
married
also
six
I'm
about your lifestyle, your eating
because I am friends with both Barry
married and the mother oftwo.
habits, job change, stresses, unusual
and Maryann. How do I suggest they thoroughfare between 12th and 4th.
.Unfortunately, I have fallen seek marriage counseling when one of Streets.
activity and so forth? Must there be a
deeply in love with him. We both them has a 'thine for me- and the
pill to solve every problem? When I
Heather DeLancey and Karla
know it's wrong. We have prayed other doesn't know there's a problem?
complained of headaches, medicine
Blakely of Murray won honors in
together many times, asking God to
didn't help. But improving my light
I want to be friends with both of the Cocoa-Cola Classic Talent
forgive us for our sexual relationship them Help.
source while reading did. A doctor
Show at Eddy ville. They also parand for breaking the Seventh Comdidn't tell me that. New doctors don't
AT A LOSS IN LAS VEGAS
ticipated
in the Kentucky State Fair
mandment.
matter
hard
But
no
how
seem to care.
Aug. 21.
alcohol consumption, drugs and a we fought temptation, somehow we
DEAR
LOSS:
AT
A
Since
the
DEAR READER: As I have written variety of personal data - all of which always ended up between the sheets.
Births reported include a boy to
husband has come on to you, a
many times before, the careful, com- play a role in what is now know as
It became too painful for me to friendship with them may no Christine and Jeffrey Mason, a girl
mitted and competent physician "health maintenance." Further, many attend church on Sundays, knowing
learns all he can ab6ut his patients physicians also (properly) question that I'd had carnal sex on Saturday-- longer be possible. Tell Barry to Dawn and Shane Paschall and a
that although you like him and girl to Amy and Tim Armstrong,
because this information is useful in their patients about safe sex, spousal night with the man speaking from
his wife, as friends and co- Aug. 26.
the diagnosis and treatment of many abuse, use of seatbelts, over-the- the pulpit. I was also uncomfortable
workers, his romantic feelings
disorders - and, in many-instances, counter (and herbal) medications, vit- watching other church members
20 years ago
are not reciprocated. Then urge
is interesting. For example, this week amins, general personal habits and tithe 10 percent of their hard-earned
The recent poisoning of two
him to take Maryann and get
I examined a man who is a profession- more.
money, unaware that Pastor Jones marriage counseling because more dogs of Westwood Subdivial deepwater diver. He shared his
Of course, all of us occasionally was pocketing a sizable percentage confiding their problems in you sion residents convinced them-That
experiences with ale and I was miss a nugget or two in a patient's to finance his lavish lifestyle.
is neither productive nor a someone is intentionally killing
intrigued to learn more about a pro- history - or patients may not always
I finally stopped attending his solution to them. You'll be their animals.
fession with which I was totally unfa- be truthful. In addition, time con- church. I don't believe in playing with
doing them both a favor.
Published are a feature story and
miliar. Also, it was nice just to sit and straints may shorten the interview. God, and I want so badly to do what
picture about Emma Sue Hutson,
talk for a while.
Nonetheless, most good doctors try to is right. However, Pastor Jones still
world traveler and president of GibWith regard to the questions you discover all they can about their comes around my workplace to
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
son
Ham Co. The story was by Staff
patients.
"visit,"
continue
and
I
to
have
a
raise, doctors should inquire about
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
Those doctors who don't do this will, weakness for him. He is smart,funny Phillips, and was founded by her mother, Writer Ruth Ann Combs.
tobacco use, occupational problems,
sooner or later, miss something and very handsome. My temptation Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
Dr. A.D. Wallace scored his secwww.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
important. I don't know whether is stronger than ever.
ond hole-in-one pf his long golfing
"new" doctors try to cut corners by
Every minute of every day I Los Angeles, CA 90069.
career at Murray Country Club. He
simply honing in on obvious problems remind myself that I love my hus**.
was playing with Jack Belote, John
and ignoring the approach I men- band and our children. Please
What teens need to know about sex, Gregory and Dr. Woodfin Hutson.
tioned. In my experience, physicians advise me how to fight this power- drugs, AIDS and getting along with peers
30 years ago
are either thorough or not; age ful urge that will surely give me a and parents is in "What Every Teen
Published is a picture of an ardoesn't seem to be relevant.
first-class ticket to hell. Sign me ...
Should Know." To order,send a business.
FALLEN AND WANT TO GET UP sized, self-addressed envelope, plus chitect's drawing of the three new
Some practitioners, by. shortchangcheck or money order for 65 (U.S. funds)
ing patients, may be missing a crucial
elementary schools to be built by
to Dear Abby — Teen Booklet, P.O. Box
element of satisfaction. Getting to
DEAR FALLEN: Pastor Jones 447,
Mount Morris, IL 61054-0447. the Calloway County Board of Eduknow patients, their strengths and is a thief and a hypocrite who (Postage is included in the price.)
cation.
foibles, is fun. Doctors willing to take deserves to be atoning in a corThe City "Of\blazel has been rethe time to do this are notjust practic- rectional institution rather than
classified
as a ninth class city by Ining good medicine, they are also solid- preaching in a house of God.
surance Service Office of Kentucky,
ifying a strong bond, which, in turn,
Ask God for forgiveness, and
according to Cy Miller, mayor of
sets the stage for mutual trust and - also for the strength to stay
away from the "Pastard." Then
yes, I mean it-friendship.
I agree with your view, and I hope talk to your husband. The two
- you'll be able to-find a-family doctor-- of you should report Pastor
who will meet your needs and expec- Jones to your church headquarters. They need to know that
tations.
If not, take up professional diving the man they have in the pulpit
is dipping into the collection
and really tweak him.
South dealer.
hope partner will soon gain the lead
To give you related information, I plate ... and more.
Both sides vulnerable.
and play a third round of the suit for
am sending you a copy of my Health
set
NORTH
you to ruff.
Report "Choosing a Physician." Other
*6
Consider the accompanying deal
DEAR ABBY: A few months ago,
readers who would like a copy should
V K J 64
where West led the ace and king of
send a long, self-addressed, stamped I met "Barry and Maryann," a mar•Q 104
diamonds, on which East played the
envelope and ;2 to Newsletter, P.O. ried couple who work in the same
•K J 9 6 4
2-3 and declarer the 5-6. West then
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure office I do. They've been married for
10 years. We've become good friends
EAST
WEST
shifted to a low spade, expecting to
to mention the title.
and the three of us spend a lot of *Q 10 9 3 2
•K J 8 5
find his partner with the ace and thus
time socially. Barry and Maryann •5 2
Vi
get a diamond ruff.
Copyright 2003, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
•J 8 7 3 2
•A K
But South won with the ace,drew
+Q 8 5 2
*A 10 3
trumps and frnished down only one
SOUTH
(200 points) instead of down two
E3L_CONICIIE.
(500 points), which would have been
*A 74
A Q 10 9 8 3
his lot had West led a club instead of
•
a
spade at trick three.
9
6
5
BOY,BRITNEY SPEARS
G000 MORNING CLASS,
SURE STARTED
*7
East complained bitterly, conI'M MS GILLAM, YOUR
SOMETHING!
SUBSTITUTE TEACHER
tending that West should have led a
The bidding:
East
South
North
West
club at trick three. He argued that if
3*
3
1V
--1+
-he had held the ace of spades, he
44
would have playeClus jack'of diaPass
4
Pass
Dble
5V
monds on West's king at trick two as
Pass
Piss
a suit-preference signal, indicating
Opening lead-ace of diamonds.
that he had an entry in spades. This
Let's say that in a given case
would be in keeping with the stanyou're the opening leader against a
dard agreement that the play of an
suit contract and you decide to lead
HERE
unnecessarily high card in this type
from a holding of A-K-x-x of a side
WE GO
of situation is a signal for the highersuit. The standard lead in that case is
AGAIN
ranking side suit to be led.
the king.
By extension, East argued further,
Now let's suppose that in the same
his play of the three of diamondssituation you hold the A-K alone. In
a low card-asked for a club lead at
that case, according to standard con2.5 P01AK105 (.051,..
xrs NOT THE TORTURED
ARM!!
trick three.
vention, you lead the ace followed by
NO! 3.2 POUNDS ...
POST-DIET
4OU'RE
East was right.
the king to indicate a doubleton. You
A FULL INCH AND A HALE!
THE HAPPY, RELAXED,
LOVE f!
Tomorrow: Astute detective work.
"I WASN'T EVEN THINKWC, ABOUT lT" LOOK"
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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39 Heart or liver
41 Leaf out
42 Without doubt
(2 wds.)
46 Gift-giving
time
49 Diminish
51 Well-versed
(2 wds.)
53 River in Asia
54 Carioca's
home
55 Ration out
56 Paneling
feature
57 Mil. rank
58 Latin I verb

1 Medicine chest
item (hyph.)
5 Wall St. locale
8 Get poison ivy
12 Hide, as
treasure
13 Want-ad abbr.
14 Restaurant
15 Scorch
16 Chinese
dynasty
17 Potter's oven
18 Look of disdain
20 Shriveled up
22 Baby food
24 Young chap
27 One of the
Three Bears
30 Pique
32 Rani's
husband
33 Grain holder
34 Medieval
holding
35 Glee
37 States further
38 Rile
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3 Tabriz locale
4 Ceremorflal tire
5 Indira's father
6 Stadium cry
7 Denounce
8 Disgusting
9 -chi ch'uan
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19 Smog monitor
21 Yank's foe
23 Wishing
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Hatel. Miller said a saving ot 20 to
24-percent will be realized by residents on their insurance rates.
The Hut cafeteria at North 15th
ind -Ohve.closed ireAugust after 42
years as a Murray State tradition.
The building is now open as a University Day Care Center by the present owners, Jack and Millie Ward.
The Hut was opened 41 years ago
by Eugene Hughes.
40 years ago
An increase in the production
schedule of the Murray Division of
the Tappan Company has resulted
in the addition of 30 employees to
the plant's work force, according to
Dwanton Seals, plant superintendent.
Jay' Lockhart has been named as
minister of Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ succeeding Paul
Matthews.
Murray High School Tigers won
32 to 7 over Erigg County Wildcats
in the opening game of the season
for the Tigers at Ty Holland Field.
Murray.
50 years ago
The mobile x-ray unit is -in Calloway County. through Sept. 4,to give free chest x-rays. Stops are at
Murray. Almo, Hazel, New Concord, Lynn Grove, Kirksey, Faxon.
Dexter and Coldwater. On the first
day, Sept. 1, there were 643 persons
receiving free x-rays.
Lt. Billy P. Thurman, son of Mr.
and. Mrs. Galen Thurman Sr., has
completed several- weeks of duty in
Greenland.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Bray.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated,Press
Today is Wednesday,Sept. 3, the
246th day. of 2003. There are 119.
days left in the year. Today's Highlight in History:`
In 1189, England's King Richard
I "the Lionhearted" was crowned in
Westminster.
On Sept. 3, 1783, the Treaty of
Paris between the United States and
Great Britain officially ended the
Revolutionary,War.
In 1967, motorists in Sweden began driving on the right-hand side
of the road, instead of the left.
In 1976, the unmanned U.S.
spacecraft Viking 2 landed on Mars
to take the first close-up, color photographs of the planet's surface.
In 1978, 25 years ago, Pope John
Paul I was installed as the 264th
pontiff of the Roman Catholic
Church.
In 1989, a Cubana de Aviacion
jetliner crashed after takeoff in Havana, killing all 126 aboard and 26
people on the ground.
Ten years ago: The Labor Department reported the nation's unemployment rate edged down to a
two-year low of 6.7 percent the previous month.
Five years ago: President Clinton
visited Omagh, Northern Ireland,
where he walked down the street
where a car bombing had claimed
29 lives, and offered his condolences to the families of the victims.
One year ago: Defense Secretary
Donald H. Rumsfeld said the Bush
administration had secret information supporting its claims that Saddam Hussein was close to developing nuclear weapons.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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52

III
SIR

undone
24 Fixed the
table
25 Mellows,
as brandy
26 Telephone trio
27 Like half of us
28 "Iliad" warrior
29 Bathroom item
31 Country addr.
32 Give it the gas
33 Frontiers
36 Cash
substitute
37 -day now
40 Prior's
superior
41 Hit hard
'43 Get steamed
up
44 Primates
45 Decays
46 Hearty laugh
47 Footed vase
48 Thai neighbor
50 Huge
52 Born
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Open house on drug
cards to be held at
MCCH WeIIness Center
Do you feel like you should
load up a bus of your senior citizen friends and head for the border
in order to lower the price on your
prescriptions?
Luckily, there is help available
that does not require crossing the
boarder to significantly lower your
drug costs. To qualify, you mustbe
on Medicare. have no other prescription insurance, and have a
minimum ius ilicoloc -set -by
each drug company's Prescription
Discount Card.
Together Rx Card, Pfizer Share
Card and LillyAnswers Card are
all programs available to senior
citizens without private prescription insurance. These prescription
discount cards are accepted at any
pharmacy in the USA.
Prescriptions will be billed online and the patient will only be
required to pay the co-pay. These
program cards do not require the
physician to fill out paperwork.
These programs are absolutely
free, with no monthly fee to the
patient.
These programs are available
for Medicare enrollees who qualify financially and have no other
prescription drug service. These
programs are sponsored by some
of the world's largest drug companies
including
Abbott,
AstraZeneca, Aventis, BristolMyers Squibb, GlaxoSmithKline,
Janssen, Norvartis, Ortho-McNeil,
Pfizer and L'Il
"Even if you don't qualify for
these programs, you may know a
neighbor, parent or friend whom
these cards would make a significant difference in the their lives."
said Medical Arts Pharmacist Ruth
Pickens. "At the first open house,
we saved one couple over $500 a
month($45,000 a year)on five very
expensive prescriptions. This couple's gross income was less then
$12,000. and we were ableto save
them $6,0001 Make it your good
,

deed for the day by passing word
to eligible senior citizens. You
could make a difference in their
quality of life."
To help sort through all the specific requirements. the Center for
Health & Wellness and the
Medical Arts Pharmacist at
-1VIntray-Ca11tis-w-ay
-County
Hospital twill be hosting an open
house at the Center for Health -&
Wellness Sept. 8 from 8 41-.m.- noon. Representatives from many
of The pharmaceutical companies
participating in these discount
card programs will be available to
answer questions and assist people
in filling out applications.
"In August, at the -first
Prescription Drug Card Open
House, we assisted over 150 people interested in the drug cards,"
said Pickens. "Due to the overwhelming response. we thought it
was necessary to host another
open house. We are thrilled that
we can help so many save money
on their prescription drugs."
• If.you think you or someone in
your family may qualify, attend
the Pre-Setiption Card Open
_ House, bringing your past year's
income tax return and a list of
medications you are presently taking.
If you are unable to attend, a
family representative may come in
your place. Refreshments will be
served.
For more forruatioa on he___
open house, call the Center for
Health and Wellness at (270)7621348 or the Medical • Arts
Pharmacy at (270) 762-1500. To
find out more about the cards, go
to the Together Rx Web site at
www.Together-Rx.com or call I800-865-7211; call 1-800-7176005 for more information on the
Pfizer Share Card; or go to the
LillyAnswers
Web
site
www.lillyanswFrs.com or call 1877-RX-LILLY.

When it comes to health benefits,
all chocolates are not the same

By CHRIS KAHN
Associated Press Writer
After a sweaty health club workout, don't kid yourself that the candy
bar in your gym bag is health food.
Despite the recent buzz over the
confection's heart-protecting qualities, new research suggests that not
all kinds of chocolate are beneficial.
European researthers say eating
milk chocolate, which is most commonly used in candy bars, does not
raise antioxidant levels in the bloodstream. They citriiia-the same discouraging result among patients
who drank milk while eating dark
chocolate.
The results suggest that milk and
other dairy products somehow discourage the body's ability to absorb
the protective compounds in chocolate. Only subjects who ate dark
chocolate show.ed --a temporary
increase in their antioxidant levels.
Details of the study appear in
Thursday's issue of the journal
Nature.
"This-puts in question the possible protective effects of (chocolate)
milk shakes or ice cream or other
dairy'prodnetS,"-Said co-:a-t4016r Mari'
Crozier _ of the University of
Glasgow.
--Nor does Crozier endorse_:the
idea that eating dark chocolate is
healthier. It still contains plenty of
fat and sugar.
- •
"Don't think by eating five or six
bars a day you're doing yourself any
good," he said.
Cocoa beans contain plant chemicals called ft-a-vomulds. a kind

antioxidant polyphenol present in

funding. Crozier and researchers in

many fruits, vegetables, tea and red
wine. Some studies indicate
flavonoids protect the heart from
damaging effects of unstable oxygen
compounds called free radicals that,
among other things. can damage
blood vessels.
A German study published
Wednesday in the Journal of the
American gedical-Assikiition suggests that eating dark chocolate can
lower blood pressure. Other experiments snow cocoa glavonbids May
reduce harmful blood clotting properties and decree-low-densitylipoprotein (LDL), known as the
"bad cholesterol."
The JAMA study involved adults
with untreated mild hypertension
who ate 3-ounce chocolate bars
daily for two weeks. Half of the
patients--got--white - ehoeolefe-,--Itelf
got dark chocolate.
Blood pressure remained pretty
much unchanged in the group that
ate white chocolate, which does not
contain polyphenols. But after two
weeks, systolic blood pressure —
the top number — had dropped an
avetage of five points in the darlc_chocolate group. The lower, Or diastolic, reading fell an average of
almost two_pointsIn 1998, a Harvard study of nearly 8,000 of its male graduates determined that eating the equivalent of
few bars of chocolate a month lowered the risk of death by 36 percent
as compared to abstainers.
In the latest experiments, which
VVETC
without industry

Italy first determined the antioxidant
levels of dark chocolate and milk
chocolate in the lab. Dark chocolate
had twice as much, Crozier said, in
part because milk chocolate contains
only about half as much actual
chocolate.
The researchers then gave chocolate bars to seven women and five
men who were between 25 and 35
years old. All of the participants
were nonsmokers, had normal blood
tipid tevels:-topic no prescription
drugs or vitamins and were not overAfter they ate dark chocolate
bars, the antioxidant potentilkmeasured in their blood increased an
average of 18 percent and remained
elevated for three hours.
Lead author Mauro Serafini said
the subjects' antioxidant-_potential_
did not rise noticeably when they
consumed a glass of whole milk
with the dark chocolate, or when
they ate milk chocolate. He said it's
possible that antioxidants bind with
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Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single
Premium Deferred Annuities are competitive
alternatives to other savings plans The initial
guaranteed rate' is:
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At Western Baptist Hospital,
we've been big on motherhood
for almost 50 years.
Since our first baby was born at Western Baptist Hospital in 1953, we've
looked forward to makingevery birth very special and unique.In our 50 years
of childbirth experienc-e, we've seen many changes. Changes that our staff
and supporting services want to make sure you know and understand so that
you are emotionally and physically ready to begin your journey. So, whether
you're having a baby or just thinking about it, our Childbirth Fair is a perfect
way to begin your journey Along with touring our Birthing Center and OB

24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week...
. Now In Your Neighborhood

suites, you'll also learn about our classes and programs. You'll be introduced
to Maternally Yours, The Stork Line and our online Pregnancy Center. Area
vendors will also be on hand with giveaways and doorprizes. It's the perfect
first step to your exciting new journey.

IPINCORPORATED7I
Oxygen & Medical Equipment
Call And Ask About
Portable Oxygen
Without All The Tanks!
270-762-0602 • 1-866-280-3494
82 SPRUCE ST., SUITE 100, MURRAY

Associated Press Medical Writer
Lindsey Tanner in Chicago contributed to this report.
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Long-term side
effects threaten kids
who beat cancer
By REBECCA CARROLL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Children's chances of beating cancer have
gotten better but as many as two-thirds of survivors are likely to experience
a delayed side effect from the disease or the treatment, said a report
released Tuesday.
About a quarter of survivors may experience severe or life-threatening
side effects that do not show up immediately but could affect things like
gtowth, fertility, heart function, muscle movement or cognitive activity,
said the study by the Institute of Medicine, an arm of the National Academy
of Sciences.
Susceptibility to these late side effects depends on the child's age at the
time of diagnosis, how much chemotherapy and radiation were used as
well as the severity and location of the cancer.
The late side effects can occur in.follow-up treatment or they may develop in adulthood, complicating their identification and treatment. the report
said.
Also, because treatments for cancer have evolved in recent years, the
delayed side effects are also changing.
In 1997. 270.000 Americans of all ages had survived childhood cancer
— including about 1 in 640 adults aged 20 to 39. That was up from 1970.
when children diagnosed with cancer had little chance of being cued.
The rising number of survivors has made the long-term care issues more
apparent.
"We're learning more as the first generation of childhood cancer survivors get older,- said Stuart Kaplan. a staff physician in a follow-up cancer care clinic at St. Jude Children's Research Hospital in Memphis. Tenn.

milk proteins making absorption
more difficult.
Scientists who did not contribute
to the research said the protective
aspects of flavonoids in chocolate
have not been proven.
"I guess this means to be healthy
you should eat chocolate with red
wine," said Andrew L. Waterhouse,
a nutrition professor at the
University of California at Davis.
"That is, if you believe the antioxidant hypothesis.
"No One has- taken flavortoid-S,
given them to people in a controlled
-scenario and shown that people who
take them are more healthy than
those who don't," he said.
Dr. Robert H. Eckel, a
spokesman for the American Heart
Association, said there is not enough
information to recommend choco-4ate-as.afood that reduces the.risLof
heart disease.

September 7, 2003, 1 pm -3 pm
Located in the Atrium ofDoctor's Office Building 2
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Call 270'575-BABY for more information
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